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Chapter 1

Introduction

Low pressure plasmas or technical plasmas are widely used in a number of
applications in industry as well as in academia. A main area of application
is material processing, where low pressure plasmas are used for coating and
etching of surfaces. For example, anti-reflective coating is commonly used
for glasses and displays. Etching with low pressure plasmas allows smaller
structures because the plasma etching is anisotropic, whereby under-etching
is avoided. One possibility of generating the plasma uses an the inductively
coupled ion source and a grid extraction system. Due to the grid system the
energy as well as the direction of the ions can be controlled with high precision
leading to a homogeneous and well controllable deposition.

At the University of Giessen inductively coupled ion sources were adapted
for the usage as a spacecraft propulsion system. The so called radio frequency
ion thruster (RIT) generates the thrust by ejecting ions with a high velocity
of up to 30 km/s. The RIT features a high mass efficiency and a long life
time, both of which are essential for the use in space. In the past years the
RIT was miniaturized from 35 cm diameter to 2.5 cm leading to thrusts in the
order of micro-Newtons (µN-RIT), which are needed for ultra fine positioning
of the spacecraft. However, the investigation of the plasma discharge required
for understanding and optimizing these small thrusters is hardly accessible by
experiments.

For this task simulations are a powerful tool. For the simulation of the
inductively coupled plasma in a µN-RIT, “PlasmaPIC” was developed from
scratch in this thesis. “PlasmaPIC” distinguishes itself with a fully three-
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dimensional simulation of a plasma discharge. By this means the plasma
discharge in arbitrary geometries can be investigated. The geometry can be
imported from common computer aided design (CAD) tools. The very long
simulation time of a three-dimensional simulation was reduced from month to
several hours by incorporating a massive parallelization.

“PlasmaPIC” enables access to high spatial and temporal resolution of plasma
parameters that are hardly accessible by experiments. Knowledge of these pa-
rameters is not only required for the optimization of the plasma discharge in
the thruster, but is also decisive for the design of the ion optics of the grid
system. An improvement of the ion optics is also needed for the ion sources
used for the material processing.

In this thesis the features of ”PlasmaPIC” are presented. Furthermore,
the capabilities of “PlasmaPIC” are outlined by applying “PlasmaPIC” to the
simulation of a µN-RIT. Moreover, it will be shown that “PlasmaPIC” is not
limited to the simulation of µN-RIT. Indeed, “PlasmaPIC” can be used for
many different low pressure plasma discharges.

At the beginning in chapter 2 the fundamentals of a low pressure plasma
are described. In this framework several discharge types are presented and the
working principle of a RIT is outlined. Next, in chapter 3 the self-developed
simulation tool “PlasmaPIC” is presented. This includes an overview of the
functions of “PlasmaPIC” as well as a detailed description of the applied algo-
rithms. In chapter 4 a thorough analysis of parallelization possibilities is done
and the best one for “PlasmaPIC” is selected. By using up to 1000 CPU cores
it will be demonstrated that “PlasmaPIC” has a great scalability. In chapter
5 the principles of simulating a µN-RIT are explained with the focus on the
neutral gas and its interaction with the plasma. Afterward, the capabilities
of “PlasmaPIC” are demonstrated by showing and analyzing the results of the
plasma discharge simulation in a µN-RIT. The impact of the power deposition
and the neutral gas pressure is investigated in detail, and the latter will be
compared with experiment.



Chapter 2

Theory

In this chapter a definition of a plasma is given and low pressure plasma dis-
charges are introduced. Next, fundamental physical aspects of plasmas will be
described. The focus lies on low pressure, low temperature plasmas. Therefore,
the plasma wall interaction, heating mechanisms, and neutral gas dynamics
will be explained. At the end the working principle of a radio frequency ion
thruster (RIT) is described.

2.1 Definition and classification of plasmas

“A plasma is a quasi-neutral gas of charged and neutral particles, which exhibits
collective behavior” [1]. Quasi-neutrality means that the total charge of the
whole plasma is zero but local imbalance of the neutrality is allowed. Collective
behavior is defined as the response of the charged particles to external and
internal electromagnetic fields. The particles arrange in a manner that the
fields will be screened and the quasi-neutrality is established. In the following
the charged particles are assumed to be either positive ions, or electrons. In a
quasi-neutral plasma the plasma density np corresponds to the ion density ni,
which is equal to the electron density ne. The ionization degree α gives the
fractional ionization of the neutral gas ng

α =
ni

ni + ng
. (2.1)
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A further characteristic of a plasma is its temperature T . It is being distin-
guished between hot and cold plasmas. In hot plasmas all particles are in a
thermal equilibrium, meaning that Te = Ti. In cold plasmas the electrons and
the ions have individual temperatures Te 6= Ti. Commonly, the ions are in a
thermal equilibrium with the neutral gas, whose temperature is in the order
of several hundred Kelvin. The temperature T of an ensemble of particles can
be expressed as a mean energy Ē consisting of 1/2kBT per degree of freedom.
For a free moving particle in three dimensions the mean energy is

Ē =
3

2
kBT . (2.2)

In general the temperature in a plasma is given in units of eV [1]. Hence, a
temperature of 1 eV corresponds to

1 eV
kB
≈ 11, 600 K . (2.3)

This thesis treats low pressure plasma discharges. Following Lieberman and
Lichtenberg [2] the plasma properties in a low pressure discharge are given by

Te ≈ 1− 10 eV, (2.4)

Ti << Te , (2.5)

np ≈ 1014 − 1019 m−3 , and (2.6)

ng ≈ 1019 − 1022 m−3 . (2.7)

The plasma in a low pressure discharge corresponds to the class of low tem-
perature plasmas.

2.2 Characteristics of a plasma

As mentioned before, in a low pressure discharge electrons and ions are typi-
cally not in a thermal equilibrium. However, one species can be in a thermal
equilibrium with itself. In general, electrons are assumed to be in a ther-
mal equilibrium but there are exceptions. Ions are almost never in thermal
equilibrium [2]. For simplification and to demonstrate the basic properties
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of the potential drop without a screening of the plasma
(Coulomb potential) and the Debye-Hückel potential due to the screening effect
of the plasma

of a plasma, a thermal equilibrium of the electrons is assumed. Hence, the
electrons are described by the Maxwellian distribution

f(~v) = n

(
m

2πkBT

)3/2

exp

(
− m~v 2

2kBT

)
, (2.8)

where ~v is the velocity, n the density, m the mass, and T the temperature of
the species. Furthermore, the ions are assumed as a non-moving background
charge due to their larger mass and lower energy. Under these conditions and
without an electron drift the density distribution of the electrons is represented
by Boltzmann’s relation

ne(~r) = n0 exp
eΦ(~r)

kBTe
, (2.9)

where Φ(~r) is the potential at the position ~r and n0 is the maximum electron
density.

A remarkable characteristic of a plasma is its screening of internal and
external electric fields. Free moving charged particles respond to potential dif-
ferences and compensate them. Hence, the potential drop in a plasma cannot
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be described with 1/r (Coloumb potential) - instead the potential is given by
the Debye-Hückel potential [2]

Φ(x) = Φ0e
−x/λDe , (2.10)

where x is the distance to the location of the disturbing potential Φ0. λDe is
called the Debye length. It is the screening length where the potential has
dropped to 1/e and is given by [2]

λDe =

(
ε0kBTe

en0

)1/2

. (2.11)

The Debye length is a criterion for the distance at which the quasi-neutrality
is fulfilled. Figure 2.1 compares the Coulomb potential with the Debye-Hückel
potential.

Another fundamental parameter of a plasma is the electron plasma fre-
quency

ωpe =

(
e2n0

ε0me

)1/2

. (2.12)

Considering the electrons and the ions as two clouds where the ion cloud is
stationary, the electron plasma frequency specifies the oscillation frequency
that arises due to a displacement of the clouds relative to each other. The
electron plasma frequency is related to the Debye length by [3]

λDe =
ve

ωpe
, (2.13)

where ve is the thermal speed of the electrons in one dimension

ve =

√
kBTe

me
. (2.14)

By generalizing that both clouds are moving, the plasma frequency is given
by [2]

ωp =
(
ω2

pe + ω2
pi

)1/2 , (2.15)
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where ωpi is the ion plasma frequency. This frequency is given by [2]

ωpi =

(
e2n0

ε0M

)1/2

, (2.16)

where M is the mass of the ions. As can be seen the ion plasma frequency is
much smaller due to the high mass of the ions. Therefore, the plasma frequency
is determined by the electron plasma frequency.

For a plasma a complex dielectric constant as well as a complex conductiv-
ity can be defined. Still considering the ions as fixed, the complex dielectric
constant is given by [2]

εP = ε0

[
1−

ω2
pe

ω (ω − iνm)

]
, (2.17)

where ω is the frequency of the applied electric field and νm is the collision
frequency of the electrons with the neutral gas. The complex conductivity is
given by [2]

σP =
ε0ω

2
pe

iω + νm
. (2.18)

Consequently, the plasma can be considered a conductor or a dielectric. For
ω << νm, ω pe the plasma is best described by a conductivity [2]

σdc =
ε0ω

2
pe

νm
=

e2n0

meνm
, (2.19)

which is also called the dc plasma conductivity. For ω >> νm it is more
accurate to consider the plasma a dielectric with [2]

εP = ε0

(
1−

ω2
pe

ω2

)
. (2.20)

2.3 Plasma sheath

The last section dealt with fundamental properties of an unbounded plasma.
In this chapter the properties of a bounded plasma will be analyzed [2]. The
plasma is considered as quasi-neutral, which means that the numbers of elec-
trons and single charged positive ions are equal. Furthermore, particle-particle
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Figure 2.2: Qualitative characteristic of the density (top) and potential (bot-
tom) for a bounded plasma [2].

collisions are neglected. Bringing a plasma in contact with walls, more elec-
trons than ions will strike the wall due to a considerable larger mobility. Conse-
quently, a potential difference between the plasma and the wall is formed. The
potential difference retards the electrons and accelerates the ions to the wall.
Thereby, the current onto the wall increases for the ions and decreases for the
electrons. Equilibrium is reached if both currents onto the wall are equal. This
effect is also known as “ambipolar diffusion”. In the region between plasma and
wall, a point must exist where the quasi-neutrality of the plasma will break
down. This point is called sheath edge and is used to divide the region into two
parts, the presheath and the sheath. Figure 2.2 illustrates that the presheath is
next to the plasma and the quasi-neutrality of the plasma holds in this region.
The sheath itself is next to the wall and positively charged. The size of the
presheath is in the order of many Debye lengths, while the sheath extends over
only a couple of Debye lengths. It is common to define the potential at the
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sheath edge as zero. For the continuity of the ion current the ions must have a
certain velocity at the sheath edge. This velocity is called Bohm velocity and
is given by [3]

uB =

(
kBTe

M

)1/2

, (2.21)

where Te is the electron temperature andM the mass of the ion. To accelerate
an ion to the Bohm velocity a potential drop in the presheath is required

Φp =
kBTe

2
, (2.22)

which is called the plasma potential. Using the Boltzmann relation (2.9) the
density at the sheath edge is defined by

ns = npe
−Φp/Te , (2.23)

where np is the plasma density in the bulk. The potential drop in the sheath

Φf =
1

2
kBTe ln

(
2πme

M

)
(2.24)

is called floating potential [3] and is negative. The total potential difference
between the plasma and the wall is the sum of the magnitude of both potentials
and is called plasma wall potential Φw.

2.4 Particle-particle collisions in a low pressure

discharge

In the last sections the interaction of electrons and ions in a plasma was dis-
cussed. In general, a third interaction partner, the neutral gas, has to be
considered as well. This interaction is carried out by collisions of electrons and
ions with the neutral gas particles. At densities higher than those found in low
pressure discharges, collisions between charged particles have to be considered
as well. The collisions are classified into elastic and inelastic collisions. In an
elastic collision the total kinetic energy of both collision partners is conserved.
However, the total kinetic energy can be redistributed between the collision
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partners. If the total kinetic energy is not conserved the collision is called
inelastic. Momentum conservation is satisfied in both cases.

To describe a collision several parameters are essential. The most impor-
tant one is the cross section σ. As the name implies the cross section gives
information about an effective area of the interaction between the collision
partners.

Using the cross section, a mean free path for a particle moving through an
assembly of resting particles with a density ng can be defined [2]

λ =
1

ngσ
. (2.25)

For a particle with the velocity v the mean time between two collisions is given
by [2]

τ =
λ

v
. (2.26)

The number of collisions in a certain time is given by the collision frequency

ν ≡ 1

τ
= ngσv . (2.27)

The probability for a particle to have a collision traveling a distance x is given
by

P (x) = 1− e−ngσx . (2.28)

In the following, collision types are described that are important for low
pressure discharges. The elastic scattering of an electron on a neutral gas
particle is of main relevance for the heating of a plasma as will be shown later.
For the collision of an electron and a neutral gas particle, the cross section
depending on the scattering angle χ is given by [4]

σ (E,χ) =
E

4π
[
1 + E sin2

(
χ
2

)]
ln (1 + E)

· σ (E) , (2.29)

where E is the energy of the incident electron. The neutral gas particle is
assumed as stationary.

The elastic collision of an ion and neutral gas particle as well as the collision
between two neutral gas particles are described by the so called hard sphere
model. In this model the atoms are assumed as solid spheres. The occupied
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volume of an atom is described by the van der Waals radius r [5]. The cross
section is determined by the smallest distance d between the center of two
atoms

σ = πd2 = 4πr2 . (2.30)

A collision is inelastic if an excitation or ionization of a collision partner
takes place. In that case the total kinetic energy of the collision partners is
reduced by the excitation or ionization energy. The excitation as well as the
ionization requires a threshold energy. Both threshold energies are in the order
of several eV. In a low temperature plasma the ions are at the same temperature
as the neutral gas particles, e.g. at room temperature of about 300 K ≡ 1/40

eV. Therefore, only the electron-neutral excitation or ionization is important.
Moreover, a further excitation or ionization of ions due to electrons is negligible
in low temperature plasmas because of the low ionization degree.

For the ion-neutral collision a special case has to be considered. For this
collision type it can occur that an electron hops from the neutral gas particle
to the ion. This process is called charge exchange collision. If the ion and the
neutral gas particle are of the same species this collision is elastic. For particles
of different species this is an inelastic collision due to different energy levels.
For an ion-neutral collision of the same species it is difficult to distinguish
between a charge-exchange and an elastic scattering event.

2.5 Low pressure plasma discharges

According to Lieberman and Lichtenberg [2], a low pressure plasma discharge
consists of a plasma with the properties (2.4) - (2.7) that is driven by electrical
fields, meaning the plasma is heated by electrical fields. To sustain a plasma
discharge, a heating of the plasma is necessary to compensate the energy losses
in a plasma. The energy is lost due to excitation and ionization of neutral gas
particles as well as by electrons and ions striking a wall. The latter loss is
mainly carried by the ions that are accelerated towards the wall by the plasma
wall potential.

In the following the heating mechanisms are described. Furthermore, two
types of discharges are discussed in detail.
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2.5.1 Heating mechanisms

In a low pressure plasma discharge the main energy transfer into the plasma
is carried by the coupling of the electric field with the electrons. One reason
for this is that the ions are too immobile to react to varying electric fields.
Another reason is that even if they gather energy their collision probability is
extremely low due to their slow velocity. As a consequence, most ions impact
on the walls, where their energy is lost.

Lieberman and Lichtenberg classify the electron heating mechanism into
the following categories [2]:

• ohmic heating

• stochastic heating

• resonant wave-particle interaction heating

• secondary electron emission heating

In ohmic heating, collisions of the electrons with the neutral gas scatter the
accelerated electrons in arbitrary directions. Thus the energy acquired from
the electric field is transformed into thermal energy of the electrons. This
heating mechanism is present in all discharges.

Stochastic heating is also called collisionless heating and exists in discharges
with alternating electric fields. These alternating electric fields cause the
plasma sheath to oscillate. By scattering of the electrons with this alternating
sheath the electrons can obtain energy.

Resonant wave-particle interaction heating is present for example in an elec-
tron cyclotron resonance plasma. In this case the electron is trapped by a static
magnetic field and heated up by an electric field with the cyclotron resonant
frequency.

An impinging ion on the wall can release a secondary electron. This sec-
ondary electron will be accelerated into the plasma by the sheath potential and
acquire energy due to this. Therefore, this type of heating is called secondary
electron emission heating.
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2.5.2 DC discharge

In a common DC discharge a plasma exists between two plates located op-
posite to each other that are on different potentials. Due to the electric field
a current is established by the free moving charged particles. The current is
mainly carried by the electrons moving toward the anode where they will be
absorbed. To sustain a discharge the charged particle loss has to be compen-
sated by the generation of new electrons and ions. One generation process
is the ionization collision of the accelerated electrons with the neutral gas.
This generation process is described by the first Townsend coefficient α that
gives the information of ionization processes per distance. The first Townsend
coefficient depends on the gas species, the pressure p, and the electric field
E. Another generation process is the production of seed electrons by cosmic
radiation, photo-emission at the cathode, or the secondary electron emission
at the cathode induced by the impinging ions. The secondary electron emis-
sion is described by the second Townsend coefficient γ se. It depends on the
gas species, the cathode material and the temperature of both of them (see
section 2.6).

If the discharge is sustained by the two Townsend coefficient only, the dis-
charge is denoted as self-sustained. The condition of a self-sustained discharge
expressed by both Townsend coefficients α and γ se is given by [2]

αd = ln

(
1 +

1

γse

)
, (2.31)

where d is the distance between the two plates. This is also called the break-
down condition. Having in mind that α depends on the gas species, the neutral
gas pressure, and the electric field, a breakdown condition can be used to esti-
mate the breakdown voltage for a self-sustained discharge at a certain neutral
gas pressure p and a plate distance d by [2]

Vb =
Bpd

ln (Apd)− ln
[
ln
(

1 + 1
γse

)] , (2.32)

where A and B are constants for the gas species including the ionization fre-
quency. The resulting voltage curve as a function of the product pressure p
and distance d is also called “Paschen curve” [2].
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Depending on the current related to the voltage, DC discharges are divided
into different types as shown in figure 2.3. Beneath a current IA the voltage
increases up to the breakdown voltage with the current. This discharge is not
self-sustained and is called “Townsend discharge” [2]. Above a current IC an
arc discharge is established. It is characterized by a fast decreasing voltage
for higher currents. Between the currents IA and IC the glow discharge exists.
It is self-sustained and is distinguished by an almost constant voltage over a
large range of the current. The plasma densities are in the order of 1014 m−3.
In the following the glow discharge is analyzed.

In a glow discharge the area between the two plates is separated into differ-
ent regions as shown in figure 2.4. The figure shows which region gives light
and shows the spatial distribution of the potential and the space charge. In
the following, these regions will be explained by tracking the traversing elec-
trons from the cathode to the anode [6]. The emitted electrons of the cathode
are accelerated in a strong electric field. Reaching the cathode sheath the
electrons have gathered enough energy for excitation events and therefore this
region gives light. By a further acceleration the electrons have sufficient en-
ergy for ionization events and an avalanche effect is initiated leaving the ions
behind. Hence, a positive charge is formed that screens the electric field. This
region is called Hittorf dark space. Next to this region the negative glow is
located. In this region the electrons are weakly accelerated due to the screened
field. Consequently, the electron density is high and the excitation events are
dominating. By the excitation events the electrons lose energy that cannot be
compensated due to the weak electric field. The Faraday dark space is formed
where the electron energy is too low for further excitation events. In the posi-
tive column the electrons are further weakly accelerated by a relative constant
electric field. The electrons in this region have an average energy of 1-2 eV
and the excitation and ionization takes place due to the fast electrons of the
Maxwell distribution. The positive column can expand arbitrary depending
on the plate spacing, in contrast to the other fixed regions. In the positive
column striations can occur if the electric field per distance is sufficient [7, 8].
This is similar to the Frank-Hertz effect except that the striations can move.
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Figure 2.3: Different types of DC discharges depending on the current voltage
characteristic (note the logarithmic scale at the x axis).

Figure 2.4: Behavior of the potential and charge density in the different areas
of a glow discharge.
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As it can be expected the power absorption of the DC glow discharge is
comparable to an ohmic conductor and is given for a cylindrical discharge
chamber with a radius R by [2]

Pabs = 2π

∫ R

0

j · E r dr , (2.33)

where j is the current density and E the electric field. Both are perpendicular
to the plates.

2.5.3 Inductive discharge

Inductive discharge sources are categorized in cylindrical and planar types [2].
In the planar type a wire is wrapped in circles with decreasing radius. This
coil is located on top of a cylindrical discharge chamber. Therefore, it is also
known as a top coil. In the cylindrical type the coil is wrapped around a
cylindrical discharge chamber.

In both cases an alternating current in the coil produces an alternating
electric field that accelerates the electrons inside the discharge chamber. The
power absorption during one period T in a volume V is

P =
1

T

∫
T

∫
V

~j(~r, t) · ~E(~r, t) dV dt , (2.34)

where ~j(~r, t) is the current in the plasma and ~E(~r, t) the total electric field of
the coil and the plasma. Due to the high mass ratio of electrons and ions only
the electron motion contributes to the plasma current. The induced electron
current produces an electrical field with opposite direction, due to Lenz’s law.
For that reason, the electrical field of the coil will be screened and can penetrate
the plasma up to a certain depth. Only in this region power can be coupled
to the plasma. For the inner regions of the plasma the electrical field will
vanish and the power deposition is zero due to formula (2.34). The skin depth
δ defines the depth of which the electrical field has reduced to 1/e. For the
skin depth three cases are distinguished.

The first case is the collisionless case. The collision frequency of the electrons
is considerably smaller than the driving frequency of the coil (νm << ω). In
this case the electric field is reflected. Assuming a sinusoidal electric field of
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the coil the current of the electrons is also sinusoidal with a phase shift of π/2,
because without collision they can perfectly follow the electric field. Hence the
power deposition is zero in the plasma. The collisionless skin depth is given
by [2]

δr =

(
me

e2µ0ns

)
, (2.35)

where ns is the electron density in the skin layer assumed as constant in that
region. In this case the skin depth depends on the electron density only.

The second case is the so called collisional case. The collision frequency
of the electrons is higher than the driving frequency (νm >> ω). Due to the
collisions of the electrons the phase shift is changed and a power absorption
takes place. The collisional skin depth is given by [2]

δc =

(
2meνm

ωµ0e2ns

)1/2

. (2.36)

The electron density as well as the collision frequency of the electrons are
assumed as constant in the skin layer. Expressing the collisional skin depth in
terms of the collisionless skin depth and having in mind that (νm >> ω)

δc = δr

(
2νm

ω

)1/2

. (2.37)

It is obvious that the collisional skin depth is larger than in the collisionless
scenario. This is the case because the current of the electrons is reduced by
the collisions.

The third type is the anomalous skin effect [2, 3, 9]. In this effect the
distance an electron travels during one frequency period without a collision is
comparable to or larger than the skin depth for that case. The condition for
the anomalous skin depth is given by [3]

ωδa ≤
(
kBTe

me

)1/2

. (2.38)

Even without particle-particle collisions a power absorption is possible in that
situation. The power is absorbed by stochastic heating. As a consequence of
the fast motion of the electrons through the skin layer the conductivity is a
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function of the electric field at each position. The skin layer is larger than both
earlier ones. For a description of the skin layer a kinetic treatment is required.
A detailed analysis can be found in [2].

By reducing the plasma density the skin layer will increase. If the skin layer
exceeds the radius of the discharge chamber the inductive coupling becomes
less efficient. To sustain a plasma at this condition the eddy electric field has
to be increased by applying a higher current of the coil. With an increasing
current in the coil the ohmic losses of the coil lead to an increasing voltage drop
along the wire to the coil. As a consequence, a strong AC electric field arises
between the single loops of the coil, which act like a capacitor. The plasma is
now heated by capacitive coupling that is carried by stochastic heating. For
inductive discharge sources it is distinguished between the e-mode (capacitive
coupling) and h-mode (inductive coupling). Both cases differ in the total power
absorption that is larger in the inductive mode. The plasma density for the
h-mode is in the range of 1017 − 1019 whereas the density for the e-mode is a
factor of 10 smaller [3].

2.6 Secondary electron emission - induced elec-

tron emission

Secondary electron emission describes the effect of the emission of an electron
from a surface due to an ion that strikes the surface. The electron emission can
be caused by a potential emission or a kinetic emission. Regarding a potential
emission, the striking ion is deionized by an electron of the surface. If the
freed ionization energy EI of the striking species is at least twice as large as
the work function of the surface WA an additional electron can be emitted
from the surface

EI ≥ 2 ·WA . (2.39)

This effect is related to the auger neutralization [10, 11]. The emission prob-
ability for the potential emission is independent of the ion velocity. On the
contrary, the velocity of the incident ion is the cause for the electron emission
in the case of kinetic emission.
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In this case, the kinetic energy of the ion is transferred to the electron due
to multiple collisions in the solid. Multiple collisions are required because
the energy transfer in one ion-electron collision is tiny due to the high mass
ratio. As a result, the incident ion must have a high threshold energy for a
kinetic electron emission. This threshold energy depends on the ion species,
the surface material, and surface temperature. However, this threshold energy
is in general in the order of several keV [12].

Moreover, it is important to mention that the potential emission takes place
just before the ion strikes the wall. Hence, it is possible that the new neutral
particle can induce a kinetic emission.

In a low pressure discharge the most common occurrence is that the incident
ion has a kinetic energy of a few eV, which it has gained due to the plasma
wall potential. For that reason the kinetic emission can be neglected in the
following.

2.7 Neutral gas flow

As we have seen, the neutral gas is an essential part of low pressure plasma
discharges. It is the source for the creation of new charged particles. Further-
more, it is the cause for ohmic heating. In low pressure plasma discharges the
pressure is in the range of 0.1 Pa - 100 Pa. In contrast to charged particles the
neutral particles can only change their momentum and energy in collisions.
At such low pressures the particle-particle collisions are quite unlikely and
particle-wall interactions have an increasing influence on the neutral gas flow.
To distinguish the different flows that can occur at low pressures the Knudsen
number was defined [13]

Kn :=
λ

d
, (2.40)

where d is the distance between the walls and λ is the mean free path of a
particle in a gas that is given by [13]

λ =
1√

2πd2n
. (2.41)
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The Knudsen number gives the probability that a particle undergoes a
particle-particle collision between two wall collisions. Using the Knudsen num-
ber the gas flows for low pressures are divided into the following kinds [13]

Kn > 0.5 molecular flow (2.42)

0.5 > Kn > 0.01 transition flow (2.43)

Kn < 0.01 viscous flow (2.44)

In the viscous flow, the particle-particle collisions dominate. The gas can be
described by fluid dynamics. On the contrary, the particle-particle interactions
are negligible for molecular flow. In that case the particles travel between the
walls on straight paths. The transition flow is, as the name implies, a zone
where the fluid dynamics are not valid but particle-particle interactions are
still relevant. That flow is the most difficult one to describe. Because the
neutral gas flow in a RIT is mainly in the molecular flow, that type will be
described in more detail.

As it was shown, the particle-wall interactions are important for the molecu-
lar and transition flow. There are two different types of particle-wall interaction
shown in figure 2.5. The specular reflection occurs at special treated surfaces
that are clean and smooth. The velocity of the particle is mirrored. The dif-
fuse reflection is present at common rough surfaces. For this kind it is assumed
that the incident particle resides at the wall for a short moment. During this
time the particle can gain or lose energy, depending on the particle and wall
temperature. This process is called accommodation. Afterward, the particle is
re-emitted with a new velocity that is independent of the incident energy and
direction. To preserve the isotropic velocities in the gas, the angle distribution
has to be a cosine function. To sustain a Maxwell distribution in the gas the
energy distribution of the emitted particles has to be a Maxwellian distribution
multiplied with the velocity to take care of the fact that fast particles strike a
wall more often [14].

The diffuse reflection at the surface leads to an interesting effect for the
conductance of a tube with molecular gas flow. A particle that enters a tube
on one side can exit the tube on either side. This occurs because a particle
can change its direction to either side with the same probability at each wall
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(a) Specular reflection for clean and
smooth surfaces (ideal surface).
The direction of velocity is mir-
rored

(b) Diffuse reflection for rough sur-
faces, which is the most common
one. The particle gets a new ve-
locity that is independent of the
incident velocity.

Figure 2.5: Different wall interaction types depending on the surface.

collision. On the contrary, in viscous flow the particles will be pushed through
a tube due to particle-particle collisions assuming a pressure gradient in the
tube. For molecular flow, the transmission coefficient of a tube depends only
on the geometry. Depending on the geometry the transmission coefficient and
hence the conductance can get very small. This aspect is important for the
radio frequency ion thruster, which will be described in the next section.

2.8 Micro-Newton radio frequency ion thruster

A micro-Newton radio frequency ion thruster (µN-RIT) is designed for space
operation. As the name implies, the thrust is in the order of µN. Due to
the momentum conservation the thrust is achieved by ejecting ions out of
the µN-RIT. Figure 2.6 shows the basic set-up of a µN-RIT. Through the
gas inlet neutral gas enters the discharge chamber which is surrounded by a
coil. By applying an alternating current to the coil, a plasma is generated
and sustained due to inductive coupling. With an electrostatic extraction
system only the ions will be accelerated out of the thruster. In the simplest
case the extraction system consists of two grids on different potentials. After
traversing the extraction system, exiting ions have a kinetic energy up to a few
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keV depending on the grid potentials. For the current I of exiting ions with
the mass M the resulting thrust is given by [15]

T = I

√
2
M

q
U , (2.45)

where q is the charge of the ions, which are most often single charged, and
is U the total potential drop. The potential drop consists of the potential
difference of both grids and the plasma potential. As can be seen from (2.45)
heavier ions lead to a higher thrust for the same potential difference. For that
reason xenon is used as a propellant. The extraction current is determined by
the current of the electrons on the inner grid. Due to the quasi-neutrality of
the plasma the magnitudes of both currents have to be the same. By knowing
the extraction current and the applied potential difference the thrust can be
determined.

The main characteristics of a RIT are the following: The inductive coupling
does not require electrodes, which would be destroyed due to ion sputtering.
Therefore, RITs have a long life time that is essential for space operations.
The extraction grid has two advantages. Firstly, the ions can be specifically
accelerated. By increasing the potential difference the propellant is more effi-
ciently used. Secondly, the extraction grid causes a high difference in the flow
conductance for ions and neutral gas. Ions are pulled out by the electric field,
whereas the neutral gas particles have a very low probability for traversing the
grid system. As a consequence the ratio of leaving ions to leaving neutral gas
particles can be 70 to 30, although the ionization degree in the plasma is in
the order of 1%.
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Figure 2.6: Operating principle of a radio frequency ion thruster [16].
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Chapter 3

“PlasmaPIC” - a 3D plasma

simulation program

“PlasmaPIC” was developed from the scratch within the scope of this PhD
thesis. That was necessary because for the modeling of a µN-RIT no appli-
cable simulation software was available at this time. Although “PlasmaPIC”
was intended for modeling a µN-RIT, it can be used for a wide range of low
pressure low temperature plasmas. It is designed in the style of “Xoopic” [17]
and is equally an object oriented plasma simulation code written in C++. In
contrast to “Xoopic”, which is a two-dimensional rotationally symmetric code,
“PlasmaPIC” is a fully three-dimensional code. It supports electrostatic as well
as electrodynamic treatment. The most unique characteristic of “PlasmaPIC”
is the incorporated massive parallelization of all program routines, which is
highly efficient as will be demonstrated in chapter 4. This sophisticated mas-
sive parallelization is essential for the three-dimensional simulation of a µN-
RIT within a reasonable time. By this means the computation time is reduced
from months to several hours. Moreover, “PlasmaPIC” distinguishes itself by
the handling of arbitrary geometries. That way, “PlasmaPIC” is well suited
for simulation of DC-discharge and RF-discharge devices with nonsymmetric
geometries. For a high flexibility of “PlasmaPIC” a vast set of parameters can
be committed by the user due to the usage of input cards. In the following a
motivation for the used numerical technique is provided. Next, an overview of
the used algorithm is given as well as a description of the individual parts of
“PlasmaPIC”.

25
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3.1 Motivation for a PIC code

To simulate a plasma there are several different numerical techniques. Birdsall
and Langdon [18] divide numerical plasma simulations into two main classes
– kinetic and fluid codes.

In plasma fluid codes, magnetohydrodynamic equations are solved. The
plasma is treated as a continuum described by distribution functions. In kinetic
codes the focus lies on single particle behavior instead of a continuum. In this
context, kinetic equations (Vlasov or Fokker-Planck) are solved or particles
are simulated. In the latter case single particles are simulated by moving and
interacting with each other as well as with existing fields. If the distribution
function is unknown the fluid description is not applicable unlike the kinetic
codes, where distribution functions are not required as they are calculated
by them. For the example of a low particle-particle interaction the Maxwell
distribution cannot be guaranteed. Thus, the distribution function is unknown.

Kinetic codes have much higher computational requirements than the fluid
codes. To take advantage of both codes there are also hybrid codes in which
the distribution function is calculated by the kinetic part and used in the fluid
part with less computational effort.

Hockney and Eastwood [19] classify the particle simulation into three parts.
First, in the particle-particle simulation all particles interact with each other
by calculating the forces between them. With an increasing number of particles
the computational effort rises rapidly. To model a larger system the particle
mesh simulation is applied in which particles do not interact directly with each
other but via a mesh. Although this approach is faster, it does not reflect an
accurate description of the near field interaction of particles. In addition, the
mesh size has to resolve the smallest wave length of importance. Hybrid codes
exist here as well called pppm or p3m (particle-particle particle-mesh). In
low temperature plasma, as present in a radio frequency ion thruster, there
are less particle-particle interactions and hence the distribution function is not
well-known. Therefore, a kinetic code is required.

Due to the high number of particles and for reasons of computational effort
only a particle-mesh code is applicable. Derived from that, a particle-mesh
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code – commonly called particle in cell (PIC) – is utilized in “PlasmaPIC” and
will be introduced in the following.

3.2 PIC-MCC scheme

In this section the functionality of a particle in cell code including the exten-
sion of a Monte Carlo Collision (PIC-MCC) [18, 20] is described, on which
“PlasmaPIC” is based.

For the understanding of the PIC method one needs to know that the simu-
lation space is represented by a mesh consisting of cells and grid points. To
reduce the computational effort, not every real existing particle is considered in
the simulation, but only a representative number of particles (super-particles).
These super-particles behave in the same manner as normal particles. The
only difference is that they stand for a certain amount of normal particles.
The simulation time is discretizised and advanced in time steps. One cycle
of a time step is shown in figure 3.1. For each grid point j a force Fj exists.
This force is weighted to the position ~xi of each particle i. All particles are
accelerated and thus a new velocity ~vi and position are calculated for each par-
ticle. After moving these particles they have to be tested for intersections with
boundaries. In the case of an intersection, several effects need to be consid-
ered. For example, depending on the boundary properties, the particle could
be absorbed or a new particle emitted. Next, each particle has to be checked
for a Monte-Carlo-Collision. This can be a collision with another particle or
with the neutral background gas. Due to the collision with the neutral back-

Figure 3.1: One cycle of a time step in a PIC-MCC simulation.
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ground gas new particles can be created and thus sustain a plasma discharge.
Thereafter, the charge and the velocity of each particle are weighted to the
grid depending on its position. This leads to a new charge ρj and current ~Jj
at the grid points of the mesh. By applying Maxwell’s equations to each grid
point the new electric ~Ej and magnetic ~Bj fields are derived. Within the last
step of the cycle a new force at each grid point is determined.

3.2.1 Integration of the equations of motion

For advancing the charged particles, electrons and ions, the leap-frog method
is applied [18] in “PlasmaPIC”. In the pure electrostatic treatment the two
required first-order differential equations for the particle integration are as
follows

m
d~v

dt
= q ~E and (3.1)

d~x

dt
= ~v , (3.2)

where m is the mass and q is the charge of the particle. These formulas can
be rewritten as finite-difference equations

m
~vnew − ~vold

∆t
= q ~Eold and (3.3)

~xnew − ~xold

∆t
= ~vnew . (3.4)

These formulas are time centered. Hence the leap-frog method is second-order
accurate [19], meaning the order of the error is ∼∆t2. This accuracy is required
for a stable simulation. In the presence of a magnetic field the formula (3.1)
transforms to

m
d~v

dt
= q

(
~E + ~v × ~B

)
. (3.5)
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To achieve a second-order accurate approximation the velocity at the right
hand side has to be time centered as well. This is carried out by averaging the
old, as well as the new velocity

m
~vnew − ~vold

∆t
= q

(
~E +

~vnew + ~vold

2
× ~B

)
. (3.6)

This formula can be simplified for an efficient implementation by decoupling
the electric and magnetic forces. This is accomplished by using

~vold = ~v − − q ~E

m

∆t

2
and (3.7)

~vnew = ~v + +
q ~E

m

∆t

2
(3.8)

in (3.6) leading to

~v + − ~v −

∆t
=

q

2m

(
~v + + ~v −

)
× ~B . (3.9)

In this formalism a particle with the velocity ~v old of the last time step is accel-
erated by the electric field for a half time step leading to an interim velocity
~v − of the particle. This interim velocity ~v − is rotated by the magnetic field
and a new interim velocity ~v + is obtained. Finally, the particle is accelerated
again by the electric field leading to the new velocity ~v new of the particle for
this time step. This scheme is called “Boris pusher” as described in [18].

3.2.2 Monte Carlo Collision module

The Monte Carlo Collision (MCC) module performing the “null collision”
method [20] is required for modeling a plasma discharge with “PlasmaPIC”.
In the “null collision” method there is also a probability that no collision can
occur. For the case that few collisions take place this method can save a huge
amount of computational time, which will be described later on in more detail.

Via the MCC module the plasma-neutral gas interactions are described.
This is an important aspect regarding the production of new ions and elec-
trons, energy losses, and heating mechanisms. In the MCC module the neutral
gas is assumed as a background gas and with a known density distribution.
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Furthermore, it is assumed that the neutral gas distribution is not affected by
the plasma and therefore is constant in time. In “PlasmaPIC” a neutral gas
density distribution has to be provided in the input card, which can also be
a single value for a homogeneous neutral gas distribution. The MCC module
is also applied to model Coulomb collisions. These collisions are important at
higher plasma densities but can be neglected for simulating a µN-RIT.

The probability for a particle with a velocity v to undergo a collision in a
time step ∆t is given by [20]

P = 1− exp (−∆tvσT (E)n(~x)) , (3.10)

where σT (E) is the sum over all collision cross sections of interest at the kinetic
energy E of the particle. n(~x) is the neutral gas density at the particle posi-
tion ~x. To test for a collision, a uniform random number between 0 and 1 is
generated. If the random number is smaller than P , the collision takes place.
For each particle the probability as well as a random number have to be deter-
mined. This leads to a high computational effort that is proportional to the
number of particles. The computational effort can be reduced by introducing
a maximum collision frequency [20]

νmax = max(n(~x)) max(σT (E)) max(v) (3.11)

that a particle of this species can have. Knowing this frequency the maximum
probability Pmax and thus the maximum number of particles [20]

Nmax = N (1− exp(−νmax∆t)) (3.12)

that may undergo a collision in this time step are determined. Only for these
particles a collision calculation has to be executed, rather than for each particle.
Because this maximum number is in general smaller than the total number of
particles by a factor of 100, a remarkable computational saving is achieved.
The maximum number of colliding particles has to be chosen randomly from
the total number of particles. For each particle the collision frequency of all
collision types has to be determined. The difference of the maximum collision
frequency and the sum of all collision type frequencies is the null collision
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Figure 3.2: Summation over all collision frequencies for different collision types
including the null collision leads to the constant maximum collision frequency.

frequency, which is demonstrated in figure 3.2. The probability of a certain
collision type including the null collision type is proportionally weighted by
their collision frequencies and selected by a uniform random number between 0
and 1. The computational effort for deriving the maximum collision frequency
can be neglected for the following reasons. Since the cross sections of all
reactions are fixed, the maximum of the sum over all cross sections has only
to be calculated once before the first time step. The same is valid for the
neutral gas density if it is assumed as constant in time, which is the most
common case. The maximum velocity can be determined for the initialized
distribution and has to be updated if a particle velocity is higher. Since the
new velocity is calculated in each time step the additional computational cost
can be neglected.

Electron-neutral collision:

For the electron-neutral collision the elastic scattering, the excitation, and the
ionization are considered in “PlasmaPIC”. Due to the high mass and velocity
difference of the collision partners, the neutral particle is assumed as fixed.
The new velocity vector after one of these collision types is given by deriving
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the scatter angle χ and the azimuthal scattering angle Φ. To calculate χ the
formula (2.29) is rearranged to [20]

cos(χ) =
2 + E − 2 (1 + E)R1

E
, (3.13)

where R1 is a uniform random number between 0 and 1. With a second uniform
random number R2 the azimuthal angle is determined by [20]

Φ = 2πR2 . (3.14)

With the information of the scattering angle χ the energy loss of the scattered
electron is given by [21]

∆E =
2me

M
(1− cos(χ))E , (3.15)

where me is the electron mass, M the mass of a neutral gas particle, and E the
kinetic energy of the electron before the collision. The energy loss is subtracted
from the kinetic electron energy and removed from the simulation. Hence, a
heating of the neutral gas is not considered.

In an excitation, the threshold energy of the excitation type is subtracted from
the electron first. Afterward, the scattering is treated as in the elastic case.
The excited neutral is not tracked assuming a short decay time. Depending on
the neutral species this treatment may be not accurate due to a relatively long
decay time of meta-stable excitation states. Furthermore, the excitation energy
is removed from the simulation without any further effect. Unfortunately, there
is a great number of excitation states. Therefore, only the most probable will
be considered. Incorporating all of these excitation types individually would
result in a high computational effort. Therefore, the sum of these excitation
types is used as one excitation type. Since a further distinction of the excitation
state is not possible, one threshold energy has to be applied for the sum of
excitation types. This has to be the smallest threshold energy of all excitation
types.

In an ionization, a new electron and a new ion are created by the incident elec-
tron. The velocity of the new ion is randomly chosen assuming a Maxwellian
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distribution with a given temperature of the neutral gas. The energy of the
incident electron Einc is reduced by the ionization energy Eion and has to be
partitioned between the incident and the newly created electron. The energy
of the new created electron is given by [20]

Ecreated = B(Einc) tan

[
R arctan

(
Einc − Eion
2B(Einc)

)]
, (3.16)

where R is again a uniform random number. B(Einc) is determined for Xenon
as a constant value of 8.7 eV [22] over an Einc range of 1-70 eV. After de-
termination of the energy of both electrons, the scattering of each electron is
executed individually using equations (3.13) and (3.14).

Ion-neutral collision:

For the ion-neutral collision, only the elastic collisions are considered in
“PlasmaPIC”. In contrast to electron-neutral scattering the neutral gas can-
not be assumed as non-moving. For the collision test the relative velocity of
the ion and the neutral particle has to be calculated. Because the neutrals are
considered as a background density, the velocity of a pseudo gas particle has to
be created using a Maxwellian distribution. Assuming the hard sphere model
(2.4) the collision can be described by a uniform and isotropic scattering in
the center of mass frame. The required angles for the rotation in the center of
mass frame can be determined with [20]

cos θ = 1− 2R1 (3.17)

and equation (3.14).

The special type of elastic scattering, the charge-exchange, is treated sepa-
rately. In this context, the new created velocity is assigned to the ion, reflecting
the fact that the neutral becomes an ion.

In “PlasmaPIC” the used cross sections were taken from the plasma simulation
tool “Xoopic” [17].
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3.2.3 Particle weighting and force interpolation

In a PIC code like “PlasmaPIC” particles have continuous positions, but phys-
ical quantities like forces or charge densities are defined at the discrete grid
points. The charge of the particles has to be assigned to these grid points. This
process is called weighting [18]. A simple weighting is to assign the charge to
the nearest grid point (NGP), which corresponds to a zero-order weighting.
This is computationally beneficial since only one grid point access and one
addition have to be performed. The disadvantage is that the charge of the
particle jumps from one grid point to another leading to a noisy charge den-
sity. The noise can be compensated by increasing the number of particles
leading to more computational effort. Another possibility for noise reduction
is the application of a first-order weighting. Here, the particles are linearly
weighted to their nearest neighbors. Since there are eight nearest neighbors in
a 3D cartesian grid, the computational effort increases by eight grid point look-
ups and several additions and multiplications. A higher order of the weighting
would further improve the accuracy. However, the computational effort blows
up. Hence, it has to be carefully considered if a higher-order is necessary. Like
the charge has to be weighted to the grid point, the force at the grid point
has to be interpolated to the exact particle position. In this context, it is
important to use the same weighting scheme to avoid a non-physical particle
self-acceleration [18]. In “PlasmaPIC” a first-order weighting is applied.

3.2.4 Constraints for numerical parameters

In consequence of the numerical treatment the physics is described with a
certain precision. The numerical parameters have to be chosen in a way that
the numerical error does not have an impact on the physics. A PIC simulation
consists of at least three numerical parameters. These are the time step ∆t,
the grid size ∆x, and the ratio of super-particles to real particles. For a stable
solution the following constraints for the numerical parameters have to be
satisfied.
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The size of the time step depends on the largest frequency ω0 in the simu-
lation. Commonly, this is the electron plasma frequency ωpe. To resolve the
oscillation sufficiently the size of each time step is limited by [18]

ω0∆t < 2 . (3.18)

In PIC simulations this constraint is in general tightened by [23]

ω0∆t ≤ 0.2 (3.19)

to minimize the error especially for simulations with a large number of time
steps. For advancing the ions, a larger time step can be chosen, because the
ion plasma frequency is considerably smaller.

For a minimal numerical error the grid size should resolve the debye length
to describe the particle-particle interaction by the grid quantities accurately
[23]

∆x ≤ λDe . (3.20)

Hockney and Eastwood have shown that ∆x < 3.4λDe is sufficient for a stable
simulation [19].

The ratio of super-particles to real particles determines the number of super-
particles in a cell, or the number of particles in the distance of one debye length.
To preserve the shielding character the number of particles per one debye dis-
tance has to be much larger than one. Hockney and Eastwood proclaimed that
a number in the range of 10 to 100 is appropriate [19] whereas the numerical
heating reduces with a higher number of particles. In general, the number
of particles can be much larger depending on the mechanism that forms the
shape of the energy distribution function of the particles [24].

3.3 Derivation of the electromagnetic fields

Solving the whole set of Maxwell equations is very time consuming. First,
this has to be done in every time step. Furthermore, this requires to resolve
the speed of light, which leads to smaller and hence more time steps. For the
modeling of an inductive coupled plasma, as in a RIT, a common approach
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is to separate Maxwell equations into an electrostatic [17] and an electrody-
namic part [25, 26, 27, 28]. With this technique both parts can be solved
independently. The electrical fields from both parts are then added due to
the superposition of the fields. This enables to solve the electrodynamic part
in “PlasmaPIC” only once per rf-cycle. Another advantage is that both parts
can be described by an elliptic equation. Consequently, the same solver can
be applied for both parts. Due to these reasons this algorithm is applied in
“PlasmaPIC”. In the following the electrostatic as well as the electrodynamic
part are described in more detail.

3.3.1 Electrostatic part

In the electrostatic part the Poisson equation

∆φ = − ρ
ε0

(3.21)

has to be solved in every time step, where φ is the potential and ρ the charge.
For solution, Dirichlet boundary conditions have to be incorporated. The
electrostatic part takes care of the interaction of charged particles and the
plasma-wall effects (plasma sheath). Once the potential is determined by the
finite-difference technique “SOR”, which will be introduced in section 3.4, the
electric field is calculated by the potential difference over two cells [29].

3.3.2 Electrodynamic part

The electrodynamic part is described by the inhomogeneous wave equation
also known as Telegraphers equation(

∆− µ0ε0
∂2

∂t2

)
~E (~r, t) = µ0

∂

∂t
~j (~r, t) , (3.22)

where ~E (~r, t) is the electric field and ~j (~r, t) is the current. In the Telegraphers
equation charge neutrality is assumed. This approach is applicable because the
plasma is quasi-neutral. Although the plasma sheath is not quasi-neutral, the
approach still holds, because the sheath is negligibly small compared to the
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plasma region. By assuming that the fields and currents are varying harmon-
ically in time, they can be expressed by a complex amplitude

~E (~r, t) = ~̃E (~r) eiωt , (3.23)

~B (~r, t) = ~̃B (~r) eiωt , and (3.24)

~j (~r, t) = ~̃j (~r) eiωt , (3.25)

where ω is the applied frequency. Using this in (3.22) the time dependent part
can be separated, leading to

(
∆ + µ0ε0w

2
) ~̃E(~r) = iω~̃j (~r) , (3.26)

which has a spatial dependence only. For the determination of the electric field
the current at each position is required. The current ~̃j (~r) has contributions of
the current in the coil ~̃j(~r)coil and of the current of the electrons ~̃j(~r)electrons in
the plasma. The current of the ions is neglected due to their low mobility. In
general, there is a phase shift between the coil and the electron current. As
a consequence, the electric field is also phase shifted. These phase shifts are
considered by the complex amplitude. Furthermore, it is important to mention
that equation (3.26) can be separated into six dependent equations, three each
for the real and imaginary part.

To solve (3.26), boundary conditions are necessary. These boundary condi-
tions are determined by writing the electric field in terms of the vector potential
~A

~̃E(~r, t) = − ∂

∂t
~̃A(~r, t) . (3.27)

By using the Biot-Savarts law for the vector potential the electric field can be
calculated by

~̃E(~r) = −iω ~̃A(~r) = −iω µ0

4π

∫ (
~̃j(~r ′)coil + ~̃j(~r ′)electrons

)
|~r − ~r ′|

d3r′ (3.28)

at each point. Of course, this equation could be used for the derivation of the
electric field at each point. However, the computational effort is extremely
high due to the summation over all grid points of the mesh. Therefore, equa-
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tion (3.28) is used for deriving the electric field for boundary grid points and
equation (3.26) is applied for the inner grid points.

Once the complex electric field amplitude is calculated, the complex mag-
netic field amplitude is determined by

~̃B(~r) =
i

ω
∇× ~̃E(~r) . (3.29)

Although the complex electric and magnetic amplitude is solved once in
each rf-cycle only, the electric and magnetic field has to be calculated in each
time step using equation (3.23) and (3.24) and added to the electrostatic part.
Furthermore, the complex amplitude of the electron current is derived by a
Fourier transformation at the applied frequency for the electron current in
each time step.

3.4 Solver for elliptic equations

In “PlasmaPIC” all physical quantities are discretized due to the mesh. This
implies the use of finite differences. For solving the Poisson equation (3.21) and
the Telegraphers equation (3.26) with the finite difference method the matrix
inversion and iterative techniques are applicable. Matrix inversions are fast but
difficult to parallelize efficiently. Furthermore, the required memory rises faster
than linear for increasing system sizes. For these reasons, the decision was
made for an iterative solver. The memory requirements increase proportional
to the grid points and the iterative solver can be massively parallelized as will
be shown in chapter 4.

Applying the finite-difference scheme to the Poisson equation and solving
the potential Φ at the position i, j, k results in

Φi,j,k =
∆x2ρi,j,k

6ε0
+

1

6
(Φi−1,j,k + Φi+1,j,k + Φi,j−1,k+

Φi,j+1,k + Φi,j,k−1 + Φi,j,k+1) ,
(3.30)

where a uniform rectangular mesh with the same inter-node spacing ∆x in
each dimension i, j, k is applied. This equation clarifies that the potential
Φi,j,k depends on the charge density at this grid point and the potential at
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the six neighboring grid points. The used finite-difference scheme is of second
order.

An iterative solver operates in iteration steps. In each iteration step the
potential at each grid point is calculated once. The iteration step is repeated
until a given accuracy of the solution is achieved. For performance reasons a
Successive over Relaxation (SOR) algorithm was implemented from scratch.
In the SOR algorithm, the newly calculated Φi,j,k is mixed with the Φm−1

i,j,k of
the last iteration step to determine the

Φm
i,j,k = (1− ω) Φm−1

i,j,k + ωΦi,j,k (3.31)

of this iteration step where ω is the mixing parameter. For ω between 0 and 2 a
convergence is guaranteed. For ω < 1 an under-relaxation is achieved whereas
for ω > 1 an over-relaxation is accomplished, which leads to a faster conver-
gence. Furthermore, it can be shown that an optimal ωopt exists depending on
the number N of grid points in one direction [30]

ωopt =
2

1 + sin (π/(N − 1))
. (3.32)

3.5 Geometry representation

As already mentioned, “PlasmaPIC” can handle arbitrarily shaped 3D objects.
These objects can be designed by a standard CAD (computer aided design)
tool. Using the export function, the surface of every object is represented
by triangles. After importing the triangles in “PlasmaPIC”, the triangles are
used to identify which cells of the simulation grid are occupied by the object.
By marking these cells the object is reproduced in “PlasmaPIC”. That way
the shape of the object is cornered. Unfortunately, the surface is represented
stepwise and hence the smoothness of the surface is lost. Nevertheless, this is
important to reduce the computational effort. Furthermore, this procedure of
marking the cells needs to be done only once at the beginning.

The marking of the cells occupied by an object is done in the following way.
For exporting the objects the stl file format is used. Hereby, the surfaces of the
object are represented by triangles. Only objects with a volume are allowed
(and no single 2D planes). The normal vector of each triangle is oriented in
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the way that they point out of the volume of the object. As a consequence
every point is determined as being inside or outside the object. For this task
an arbitrary ray, which starts from the point of interest, has to be tested for
an intersection with every triangle. The intersection test is applied by running
the ray tracing algorithm [31] used in “FlowSim” [32].

In case of no intersection the point lies outside the object. If there is at
least one intersection, only the first intersection needs to be considered in the
following. Treating the intersected triangle as a plane, it has to be checked
on which side of the plane the point of interest is located. This information
is obtained by the scalar product of the ray and the normal vector of the
intersected triangle. The earlier mentioned definition of the normal vector of
the triangle allows determining whether the point lies inside or outside the
object. This algorithm needs to be conducted for every point of the simulation
grid. The eight neighboring simulation cells of each point located in the object
have to be marked. If the smallest object diameter is smaller than the grid
spacing, the test has to be performed on a finer grid. Afterward, the finer grid
has to be extrapolated to the simulation grid. With this method the maximum
error of the object representation is smaller than twice the cell diagonal.

“PlasmaPIC” supports the importing of several objects holding different
properties. In the following section pre-defined types of objects are described.
In “PlasmaPIC” the coil is represented by a current string whose route is
given by a function. Figure 3.3 shows a CAD model of a µN-RIT 1.5 and its
representation in “PlasmaPIC”.

3.6 Supported boundary types

In this section the different types of boundaries supported by “PlasmaPIC”
will be introduced. A short explanation of their physical behavior and their
treatment in “PlasmaPIC” is provided.

Dielectric:

A dielectric object is an insulator. Once an electron or ion strikes the surface
the particle sticks at that position of the surface. Therefore this position of
the surface can be charged by these particles. For every dielectric object a
specific permittivity is considered and can be defined by the user.
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Figure 3.3: CAD model of µN-RIT 1.5 (left) and its representation in
“PlasmaPIC” (right).

Exit:

In contrast to a dielectric object, the permittivity of an exit is always one.
Striking particles are removed from the simulation. The surface won’t be
charged by the particles.

The following three types are considered as perfectly conducting.

Equipotential:

This class of objects has a fixed potential that cannot be altered. So the
particles will be removed once they struck these objects without charging
the object. It is assumed that any quantity of current can drain off instan-
taneously. This treatment corresponds to an ideal voltage source.

Conductor:

In contrast to an equipotential object, no current can drain off. Striking
particles are able to charge the object. Due to the perfect conduction each
object has one charge in total. Thus, all cells within the object obtain the
same potential.

Current driven:

A current driven object is considered as an ideal current source. The quan-
tity of the current can be specified. Depending on the current of striking
particles compared to the specified current, charging the object is possible.
The potential of the object will be adjusted accordingly.
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Plasma region:

By importing a geometry consisting of different objects the area containing
plasma is not defined. For this reason an additional object is needed. All
cells occupied by the plasma region object are allowed to hold plasma.

For all described types except the plasma region, a constant value for the
secondary electron emission probability can be specified in the input card.



Chapter 4

Massive Parallelization

The last chapter has shown that plasma simulations using the PIC method
require an enormous computational effort and even more effort is needed for
3D PIC for system sizes of our interest. To perform simulations in appropriate
time an increased computational power is necessary. Due to the computational
power limitation of only one arithmetic unit, several arithmetic units need to
be interconnected and the computation needs to be split among the arithmetic
units. This process is called parallelization. Massive parallelization means the
number of interconnected arithmetic units is much larger than 100. By split-
ting one large process into smaller sub-processes and sharing them among the
arithmetic units, a linear time reduction for the computation is expected. In-
deed this theoretical upper boundary is hard to reach, because parallelization
requires communication between the arithmetic units at all times. The re-
quired total communication cost scales with the number of processes. In most
cases the communication cost excels the additional computational power at a
certain amount of interconnected arithmetic units. In this case the speed-up
of the simulation will even decrease. Depending on the task and the kind of
parallelization the communication cost between two processes can become very
large. In this case the parallelization with only a few arithmetic units will be
inefficient and a massive parallelization is impossible. Therefore, a focus in
parallelization is on the communication between the arithmetic units.

Another important point is an equal splitting of the computations among
the sub-processes. This is necessary because all sub-processes have to wait until
the sub-process with the most computations has finished. These idle times have

43
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Figure 4.1: Speed-up values assuming an optimal parallelization for different
levels of parallelization of the process.

to be avoided or at least minimized for effective parallelization. In some cases
the computational load can change over time. For example, the number of
particles in a simulation will vary. Therefore, the splitting should be steadily
re-adjusted for best performance. Especially for a massive parallelization the
interconnected arithmetic units can have different performance values. In such
a heterogeneous scenario the splitting must be adapted as well.

So far it was assumed that every task can be done in parallel. In general,
this is not the case. Calculations that directly depend on results of another
calculation cannot be parallelized. A simulation consists of a lot of different
tasks. As soon as only one task does not fulfill the requirements of paral-
lelization or isn’t parallelized the total speed-up of such a simulation will be
influenced dramatically as can be seen in figure 4.1. Even if 99% of all cal-
culations are parallelized the speed-up has an upper boundary of 100. This
number is intolerable, in particular for a massive parallelization. Taking this
into account every task in a simulation must be parallelized, as long as it is
possible, independently of the programming effort.

Unfortunately, there is no general automatism for the parallelization of a
calculation. However, there are a lot of parallelization libraries, which provide
basic functions for parallelization. To find the best choice for the plasma simu-
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lation using PIC, three parallelization libraries are compared in the following
chapter.

4.1 Comparison of the Parallelization Libraries

Each parallelization library is adapted to a specific hardware architecture of
the arithmetic unit and their interconnections. They provide functions for
the parallelization. These functions handle the communication at least on
the hardware level but for some cases also on the software level. On the
following pages the functionality of three parallelization libraries is described
including their advantages and disadvantages. Moreover, the solver for the
Poisson equation is parallelized for all three kinds and compared to a serial
version. This analysis is constrained to the field solver because that is the task
with the highest communication effort and therefore the hardest part within
the parallelization of a plasma simulation. Hence, the field solver forces the
choice of the parallelization library, and, in consequence, the choice of hardware
architecture.

4.1.1 OpenMP

“Open Multi-Processing” (OpenMP) has been in development since 1997 by
various companies. It is based on shared memory and hence suitable for a
multiple CPUs system with each CPU consisting of several cores. Due to the
shared memory these CPUs have to be located on the same mainboard. For
that reason the number of cores is limited to a certain amount, which is about
32 at the moment. As a result there are low communication times because
every process can directly read all the data from the memory without any
communication among the processes. Communication is only needed for writ-
ing data at the same memory position and synchronizing, e.g. waiting of the
processes. The parallelization is done by preprocessor commands splitting loop
runs among a certain number of arithmetic units. Therefore, the programming
effort is quite small and the achievable speed-up is near the theoretical one,
because of low communication. The disadvantage of splitting loop runs arises
from the fact that each OpenMP process must execute the same section of
code at a given time. This reduces the flexibility to do different tasks simulta-
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for ( int z=0; z < z_max ; z++)
for ( int y=0; y < y_max ; y++)
for ( int x=(( z+y+redblack ) mod 2 ) ; x < x_max ; x=x+2)
{

\\ c a l c u l a t i o n o f phi [ x , y , z ]
}

Listing 4.1: Field solver using SOR.

neously. Concerning the field solver this kind should match quite well because
the used algorithm consists of three nested loops, one for each dimension that
is demonstrated in listing 4.1.

In total, there are x_max × y_max × z_max loop runs. Using OpenMP
these runs will be distributed among a predefined number of processes. For
nested loops there are two possibilities for parallelization in OpenMP. The
first is to parallelize the outermost loop, which is called “simple version” in
the following. Figure 4.2 shows the speed-up for different numbers of used
cores and different system sizes compared to one core. With increasing system
size the speed-up deviates more and more from the optimum speed-up. This
happens because the computational effort is quite small and the calculation
speed is determined by the access speed of the memory and its bandwidth.
With increasing system sizes, a smaller percentage of the total data can be
stored in the CPU cache, which has a large bandwidth and fast access speed.
Consequently, more access is required to the random access memory which has
a smaller bandwidth and a slower access time.

For larger systems it is necessary to optimize the order of traversing the
three nested loops in such a way that the probability to catch up data in
the CPU cache increases. For this purpose OpenMP has the collapse state-
ment, which is the second possibility to parallelize nested loops. This collapse
statement takes care of an optimal traversing of the three nested loops. Nev-
ertheless, in that case all three loops have to be independent of each other and
statements are only allowed in the innermost loop. Therefore, the calculation
of the red-black variable has to be moved inside the innermost loop. Figure
4.3 shows the speed-up of that version related to the result for one core in the
simple version. All speed-up values are much smaller than the values of the
simple version. This is the result of moving the modulo operation inside the
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Figure 4.2: Speed-up for the parallelization over the outermost loop, where
the size of system denotes the number of grid points in each dimension.

innermost loop, which increases the number of needed modulo operations by
a factor of three. Nevertheless, the speed-up values for all system sizes are not
saturated and can still increase. As a consequence, with more available cores
the collapse version could beat the simple version. This example shows that
beside communication cost also additional calculation cost has to be considered
for an efficient parallelization.

Another possibility to optimize the memory access is by manually adjusting
the memory access. This can be done as shown in listing 4.2. In this variant
the parallelization is done by the collapse statement over the three outer loops.
The speed-up values for this version are shown in figure 4.4. The enhancement
of the speed-up values for large systems amounts to a factor of almost two.
Unfortunately, the speed-up values for smaller system sizes are worse due to the
additional overhead of the block calculations, which dominates the calculations
for smaller systems. All speed-up comparisons were performed on a two CPU
system. Both CPUs are Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 consisting of six cores
each.

An important result of this chapter is that it is always necessary to weight
the parallelization cost against the achievable performance gain. There is no
general solution for the best way of the parallelization of a specific algorithm.
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Figure 4.3: Speed-up for the collapse statement related to one core of simple
version, whereas the size of system denotes the number of grid points in each
dimension

for ( int z_block=0; z_blockz < blocks_in_z ; z_block++)
for ( int y_block=0; y_blocky < blocks_in_y ; y_block++)
for ( int x_block=0; x_blockx < blocks_in_x ; x_block++)
{

for ( int z=z_block∗ s i z e ; z < ( z_block+1)∗ s i z e ; z++)
for ( int y=y_block∗ s i z e ; y < ( y_block+1)∗ s i z e ; y++)
for ( int x=x_block∗ s i z e+(z+y+redblack ) mod 2 ;

x < ( x_block+1)∗ s i z e ; x++)
{

\\ c a l c u l a t i o n o f phi [ x , y , z ]
}

}

Listing 4.2: Manually optimized field solver using SOR.
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Figure 4.4: Speed-up for the manually optimized solver related to one core of
simple version, where the size of system denotes the number of grid points in
each dimension.

As shown, it depends on the number of used cores as well as the size of the
system.

4.1.2 MPI with Domain Decomposition

Another parallelization option is offered by the “Message Passing Interface”
(MPI) library which has been in development since 1992. Applying this method
multiple processes are created. They are operating independently and can ex-
change information by communicating over the network protocol. The advan-
tages of MPI are as follows. By interconnecting the processes over the network
the number of usable cores is not limited and the total available memory is
increased. Furthermore, the execution of individual tasks is possible and leads
to higher flexibility. The great disadvantage lies in the arising overhead for
the network communication between the processes. This overhead depends on
the amount of communication data, and on the latency and bandwidth of the
present kind of network. The latency as well as the bandwidth are decisively
better with the infiniband. A comparison of both networks is shown in table
4.1.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of gigabit and infiniband network. Values for latency
were measured with ping command.

gigabit ethernet infiniband

data transfer rate 1 Gb/s 10 Gb/s
latency 0.4 µs 0.1 µs

To reduce the communication overhead MPI permits the functionality of
non-blocking communication. This means that each process can do the com-
munication simultaneously to other calculations if these calculations are inde-
pendent of the communication data. Performing non-blocking communication,
the needed communication time can be partially or completely hidden.

A common process hierarchy is the master-slave concept. One master dis-
tributes the tasks and data to the slaves and collects the results afterward.
That allows an even balance of the tasks among the slaves by reducing the
programming effort. Unfortunately, this leads to a high communication and
memory load of the master. Especially, if the communication demand is quite
high (such as for the “SOR” field solver) the domain decomposition is a more
appropriate parallelization strategy.

In this strategy the simulation space is divided into sub-spaces. Each sub-
space forms one process. All processes are equal and each holds only the infor-
mation belonging to its sub-space. Thereby, the needed memory per process
reduces with the number of sub-spaces. Most calculations in one sub-space can
be done independently of the other processes. Communication is only needed
between neighboring sub-spaces and only for their area of contact. The sub-
space division can be done along one, two, and three axes in 3D. With an
increasing number of parallelization axes the programming effort increases ex-
tensively. This is related to the quantity of maximum neighbors of a sub-space.
Performing parallelization along only one axis, there are up to two neighbors,
along two axes there are eight neighbors, and along three axes there are 26
neighbors. Each communication direction has to be considered individually.
The increased programming effort is absolutely necessary for a massive par-
allelization. Without splitting along three axes, the surface-to-volume ratio
of a sub-space gets worse for an increased number of sub-spaces, which leads
to more communication cost. These communication costs rapidly excel the
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Figure 4.5: Domain decomposition in 2D.

advantage of more computational power. Therefore, an optimal surface-to-
volume ratio is inevitable. Figure 4.5 shows the domain decomposition for a
2D case because of the better comprehensibility.

To achieve optimal parallelization performance for this strategy the non-
blocking communication is applied. For this task the order of the calculation
of the grid points is changed. To calculate the surface grid points of a sub-space
the surface grid points of the neighboring sub-spaces are required. Therefore,
the surface grid points are sent to the neighboring sub-spaces by the non-
blocking communication first. During the send and receive process the inner
grid points, are calculated. After the calculation of the inner grid points the
surface grid points have to be calculated. If at this moment the communication
is finished, no further waiting is necessary. In that case the communication is
perfectly hidden. Otherwise the thread has to wait until the communication is
finished, which considerably slows down the computation. An optimal surface-
to-volume ratio is achieved if the communication time of the surface grid points
is equal to the calculation time of the inner grid points. Of course this is
not a constant value. It depends on the computational power, CPU cache
size, bandwidth to the random access memory, latency and bandwidth of the
network connection.

This MPI variant was tested for two cases. The first one was the loopback
interface. In that case no real network communication was required, because
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Figure 4.6: Speed-up of the MPI variant utilizing the loopback device, where
the size of system denotes the number of grid points in each dimension.

all threads were located on the same mainboard. The speed-up is shown in
figure 4.6. For all system sizes except the system size of 50 a very good
parallelization can be observed. The underperformance of the system size of 50
results from the fact that this small system completely fit into the cache of one
CPU and thus the computation time is much slower than the communication
time between the CPUs.

The second and quite more interesting case is the utilization of the infini-
band. Hereby, communication has to be done over the network resulting in
increased communication cost. Figure 4.7 shows the speed-up values related
to one CPU core. For small systems the speed-up values reach a saturation
even for a few cores. With increased system size the surface-to-volume ratio
increases and good speed-up values can be achieved up to hundreds of cores.
Indeed, the speed-up values for large systems of at least 300 underperform for
a number of cores less than 200. Above 200 cores the speed-up escalates for the
system sizes of 300 and 350. This behavior cannot be explained with certainty,
but is most likely linked to the CPU cache. For large systems an additional
abrupt rise of the calculation time can be achieved if all data of grid points
fit into the CPU cache. In this case access to the random access memory is
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Figure 4.7: Speed-up of the MPI variant utilizing the infiniband, where the
size of system denotes the number of grid points in each dimension.

necessary only for the surface grid points, which are communicated over the
network.

4.1.3 Cuda

“Compute Unified Device Architecture” (CUDA®) developed by NVIDIA Cor-
poration extremely differs from the already mentioned parallelization strate-
gies. This is because it is based on a completely different hardware architec-
ture. Instead of using a CPU as processing unit, a “graphic processing unit”
(GPU), also known as graphic card, performs the calculations. Figure 4.8 and
table 4.2 compare the GPUs and CPU used in this work and demonstrate the
differences. The main statement of figure 4.8 is that a CPU and GPU consist
more or less of the same quantity of transistors, as can be seen in table 4.2,
but with different assignments. In the GPU each row forms a multiprocessor
(MP) with a small cache and control unit compared to the single core CPU on
the left-hand side. In return the multiprocessor of the GPU holds much more
arithmetic logic units (ALU) also called CUDA core in Nvidia terms. Due
to this the theoretical computational power of a GPU (table 4.2) beats any
CPU by far. Furthermore, the bandwidth to the RAM is enlarged to supply
the fast calculating MPs with sufficient data. However, all CUDA cores of a
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Figure 4.8: CPU and GPU hardware architecture (from [33]).

Table 4.2: Comparison of used NVIDIA GPUs and Intel CPU (values from
www.nvidia.com, www.intel.com, and www.pcgameshardware.de)

GPU CPU

GTX 460 Kepler K20 2×E5-2620
transistors [106] 1950 7100 2×2270

cores 384 2496 2×6
single precision [Gflops] 907 3520 2×96
double precision [Gflops] 76 1170 2×96

memory bandwidth [GB/s] 115.2 208 2×42.6
peak power [watt] 160 225 2×95

price [euro] ∼ 150 ∼ 2500 ∼ 400
achieved usage for

system size of 400 [Gflops] 11.25 11.83 7.49
achieved Gflops per euro 0.075 0.005 0.009
achieved Gflops per watt 0.070 0.053 0.039

multiprocessor or a CPU core can only execute the same instructions but uti-
lizing various data, which is called “single instruction multiple data” (SIMD).
For that reason, the GPU will always outperform the CPU for large vector
or matrix operations. For a lot of dissimilar and small tasks the CPU has
the edge over the GPU. Additionally, the CPU consists of a larger hardware
instruction set than the GPU.

The NVIDIA Kepler K20 is composed of 13 multiprocessors each holding
192 CUDA cores that sum up to 2496 CUDA cores. The difficulty to utilize
the capacity of a GPU lies in the division of a process into thousands of sub-
processes called threads. Therefore, it is essential to vectorize an algorithm to
get a full load of a GPU. Although the theoretical computational power of a
GPU is up to 20 times larger than a CPU, there are additional limitations to
consider.
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Figure 4.9: Speed-up values for single and double precision at two different
GPUs related to the performance of one CPU core. The system size denotes
the number of grid points in each dimension.

First of all, the main program has to be launched on a CPU. Tasks can now
be outsourced onto the GPU. Because the threads on the GPU can only access
the memory of the GPU, additional time is required to transfer data between
CPU and GPU. On that account it is important to trade off the transfer
time against the computational speed-up. This balance can be considerably
increased by operating all tasks of the program on the GPU. Unfortunately,
the GPU memory is significantly smaller than the CPU memory. Furthermore,
not every task can be efficiently done on a GPU as mentioned earlier.

The iterative field solver SOR fits quite well to the aspect of the utilization
of thousands of threads. This is because every point of the potential can be
assigned to a single thread and calculated by it. Figure 4.9 shows the speed-
up of two different GPUs compared with a non-parallelized single CPU core
version for single and double precision. For single precision, speed-up values
of at least 15 are achieved for all system sizes larger than 50, and for double
precision, speed-up values above 7. The speed-up values for the system size of
50 underperform, because the number of grid points and therefore the number
of created threads are too small to get a full utilization of the GPU.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the maxi-
mum computational power and the
achieved utilization.

Figure 4.11: Comparison of the maxi-
mum memory bandwidth and the
achieved utilization.

It is suspicious that the speed-up difference between single and double pre-
cision is about a factor of two for all systems, whereas the theoretical computa-
tional power for single and double precision at the GTX 460 differs in a factor
of 12. This indicates that the computational power is not the limiting factor.
Indeed, figure 4.10 reveals that less than 10% of the theoretical computational
power is used. The reason is that a lot of GPU memory accesses are required
that are very time consuming. Figure 4.11 shows that the average utilization
of the bandwidth is at around 50%. Therefore, the GPU CUDA cores are idle
and waiting for data most of the time. By changing from double precision to
single precision the same amount of grid points requires half of the memory.
Consequently, the double amount of grid points can be transferred from the
GPU memory to the CUDA cores in the same time. On that account the
computational speed-up between single and double precision is a factor of two
for all systems and any GPU.

The most important observation of this speed-up comparison is that the
speed-up difference between the two GPUs is extremely slight while the theo-
retical computational power differs by a factor of about four for single precision
and a factor of 15 for double precision. This has two reasons. First the band-
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width is only increased by a factor of roughly two and as already mentioned
this is the limiting factor for this kind of used field solver. But this still implies
a factor of two in the speed-up increase. However, this can only be observed
for a system size of 150 (see fig. 4.9). A much more decisive reason for the neg-
ligible speed-up difference between both GPUs results from the change in the
hardware architecture of different GPU generations. For example the number
of total threads or the method of memory access can vary. Furthermore, new
compiler features are available to achieve a better GPU utilization. All these
things have to be considered in the source code to get a good utilization. In
particular, the source code has to be readjusted for every new generation of
GPU. Depending on the changes in the hardware architecture and their influ-
ence on the special task to perform the source code modification can be done
by a simple adjustment of constants or by a complete revision of the source
code. Normally, this kind of readjustment should be hidden from the program-
mer level by the compiler. For the CPU this works quite well, whereas it is
quite complicated to do this with the GPU due to the massive parallelization
that is needed in vector calculators.

The used field solver algorithm was specially adapted to fit the GTX 460,
because this was at that time the only available GPU for testing. There were no
changes performed to adapt it to the new K20. The increase of the speed-up at
the system size of 150, shown in figure 4.9, was some kind of random fit for this
special system size to the architecture. Moreover, the lack of speed-up using
the K20 in comparison to the GTX 460 emphasizes the need to reprogram the
algorithm for the K20.

In conclusion, the speed-up of interest for double precision is on average
slightly better than the 12 core CPU system presented in the OpenMP and
MPI section.

4.2 Choice of parallelization

For the choice of the parallelization type one can simply compare the ratio
of theoretical computational power to price but this is not sufficient. Even
taking into account the ratio of theoretical computational power to electrical
power is too general. It is important to test the suitability of the algorithm
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for the parallelization type and compare the achieved computational power to
the price and electrical power. Table 4.2 shows that the GTX 460 has the
best values. In this comparison the system price of the required workstation
was neglected as well as the power consumption of the workstation. At a
workstation price of 400 euro and approximately 200 W the values for the
GTX 460 are most negative influenced. Furthermore, the programming effort
has to be considered, which is hard to measure. In particular, this also includes
the programming effort which is necessary for an adaption of the source code
to a new generation of hardware. Especially for GPUs this is a complicated
task as shown in the last chapter. However, the most important criterion in
the case of a PIC plasma simulation is the scalability. This means the highest
speed-up value that is efficient. Only with this the calculation time can be
reduced from months to a few hours.

It was shown that the MPI variant is the best one for the field solver. Due
to the increasing communication effort in the MPI variant that result was not
predictable. This was possible by the efficient hiding of the communication
described in section 4.1.2. An additional advantage of the MPI variant is the
low needed random access memory due to the domain decomposition. In this
way no programming time was necessary to minimize the used random access
memory and a huge amount of physical values can be tracked in a plasma
simulation. In the following chapter the MPI parallelization variant is applied
to the entire plasma simulation.

4.3 Parallelization of the entire plasma simu-

lation

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter a parallelization of every task
in a simulation is essential for a high scalability. So far only the parallelization
of the field solver was analyzed, because the field solver is the part with the
most communication in a PIC plasma simulation and hence determines the
parallelization strategy. Because of the impressive speed-up values of the MPI
variant the MPI parallelization was applied to the entire plasma simulation.
Besides the calculations of the fields there are several particle operations to
perform, namely particle weighting, moving, and collisions. Since the domain
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decomposition is used for the field solver, each thread has only the informa-
tion of the fields inside its domain. Hence, a parallelization by a random
distribution of the particles to each thread would require to transfer all field
information and hence a larger memory demand for all threads. Consequently,
the domain decomposition strategy is applied to all other tasks. Therefore,
each thread holds and operates only the particles that are located in its sub-
space. If a particle is leaving its sub-space it has to be sent to the neighboring
thread, which operates the new sub-space of the particle.

Several grid quantities at the sub-space borders have to be exchanged be-
tween neighboring threads like the charge density. For this purpose the func-
tions of the field solver parallelization can be used. Moreover, the field solver
can be applied for the Poisson equation as well as the Telegraphers equation.

The following analysis is based on a proceeding published at the “33rd In-
ternational Electric Propulsion Conference” [28]. The speed-up of the entire
3D PIC plasma simulation is shown in figure 4.12. The speed-up is related
to one core in this comparison and is split into particle operations and field
solver operations. Additionally, the expected maximum speed-up is shown
that results from the fact that 10 times more cores have 10 times more compu-
tational power and thus the speed-up should increase by a factor of 10 only in
the ideal case of a perfect parallelization. Therefore, it is suspicious that the
speed-up of the particle mover is obviously larger than the expected maximum
speed-up. This contradiction can be explained by the hardware architecture
of the CPU and the algorithm design. Most particle operations have a higher
demand of memory transactions than computational effort. For that reason,
the limiting factor for the speed-up is the bandwidth of the memory and not
the computational power. By increasing the number of sub-spaces the size of
a sub-space will shrink. As a consequence more sub-space information will re-
side on the CPU cache, which has a larger memory bandwidth. Consequently,
a better performance of the particle operations can be facilitated compared
to the non-parallelized version. Of course this can also achieved by optimiz-
ing the serial version. For example, weighting the particles to the grid has a
chaotic disordered memory access. By some kind of presorting of the particles,
the memory access can be considerably improved due to a better usage of the
CPU cache. Yet the presorting requires additional calculation time. However,
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Figure 4.12: Speed-up of a plasma simulation compared to a single CPU core
with a system size of 100×100×100 grid points and 3 ·107 electrons and ions.

presorting is not required in a massively parallelized PIC plasma simulation,
because a better CPU cache usage is achieved by reducing the system size of
a process. The CPU cache usage optimization is done automatically by the
parallelization without any additional programming or computational effort.

The speed-up of the field solver is not as good as that of the particle mover.
It is limited to a maximum speed-up of 100. This is related to the increasing
number of cells located on sub-space boundaries compared to the cells inside a
sub-space. As a result the communication between the threads increases while
the calculation time for inner cells decreases. Nonetheless, it is remarkable
that the speed-up of the field solver does not decrease.

Since the computational effort of the field solver and the particle mover are
comparable, an excellent speed-up of the total simulation is obtained.

Simply checking whether the total speed-up compared to one core is above
the expected maximum speed-up is not sufficient. Indeed, a speed-up value
above the maximum expected speed-up, which still increases, will reduce the
computation time but the most efficient speed-up is the one with the highest
slope of its connecting line to the origin of coordinates, which is shown in figure
4.13. In this specific case the most efficient value is reached at 96 cores. Figure
4.14 shows the renormalization of the speed-up of figure 4.12 to 96 cores.
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Figure 4.13: Efficiency of parallelization for speed-up values in figure 4.12.

Figure 4.14: Speed-up values of figure 4.12 related to 96 cores.
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Table 4.3: Comparison of the four RITs.
RIT 1.0 RIT 1.5 RIT 2.0 RIT 2.5

volume increase related to RIT 1.0 1.00 2.96 6.56 12.00
calculation time 96 cores [s] 642 2401 8432 20939
shortest calculation time [s] 258 454 818 1238

used cores 384 960 960 960

As mentioned in 4.1.2 the parallelization efficiency of the field solver de-
pends on the ratio of grid points located on the surface to the number of grid
point inside the sub-space. Similar assumptions can be done for the particle
operations, where in addition the communication is less compared to the field
solver. This means that the surface-to-volume ration has to be optimized for
the field solver only. To examine the influence of the system size on the par-
allelization speed-up four different system sizes were compared, namely a RIT
1.0, RIT 1.5, RIT 2.0, and RIT 2.5. The geometry of the RIT was scaled up
without changing any other physical or numerical values except the value for
ω of the field solver to have an optimal convergence (see section 3.4).

Figure 4.15 shows the speed-up values of the four systems compared to 96
cores of each system. It can be seen that with increasing system size the speed-
up values are improving. The smaller the system size, the earlier the speed-up
values reach saturation. In table 4.3 it is shown that the calculation time of
a system increases faster than the system size. This is, because on the one
hand the computational effort of the field solver is stronger than linear. On
the other hand the cache optimization is worse for larger systems at the same
number of cores.
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(a) RIT 1.0

(b) RIT 1.5

(c) RIT 2.0

(d) RIT 2.5

Figure 4.15: Speed-up values for four differently sized RITs.
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Chapter 5

Principles for the simulation of a

micro-Newton RIT

Before applying “PlasmaPIC” to plasma simulations inside a µN-RIT, some
issues have to be solved and preliminary work has to be done. First, the
necessity for a 3D simulation is stated. Afterward, the plasma and neutral
gas interaction is analyzed. In this scope the technique for determining the
neutral gas density is described. Furthermore, the neutral gas distribution will
be investigated as a function of the gas flow and the geometry of the µN-RIT.

5.1 Necessity for 3D plasma simulation

A three-dimensional modeling of a µN-RIT is necessary for several reasons.
Firstly, a µN-RIT is not completely rotationally symmetric. Secondly, the
symmetry is broken due to the coil, and a two-dimensional symmetric simu-
lation disregards the slope of the windings. Depending on the slope the plasma
will be influenced. Furthermore, the symmetry is broken due to the apertures
in the extraction grids. The shape as well as the location of these apertures
play a crucial role for the number of extracted ions, which determines the ex-
traction current. This current is a characteristic parameter for the operation
mode of the thruster. Furthermore, this current can be measured very pre-
cisely. Hence, it is an ideal candidate for comparison of the simulation with
the experiment. In a two-dimensional rotationally symmetric simulation the
shape and the location of the apertures are lost, except for the aperture in the
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Table 5.1: Neutral gas properties for µN-RITs with 1 cm, 2.5 cm, and 4 cm
diameter.

RIT 1 RIT 2.5 RIT 4

pressure [Pa] 0.53 0.21 0.13
density [1019 m−3] 12.88 5.15 3.22

max distance in vessel [m] 0.01 0.025 0.04
mean free path [m] 0.009 0.023 0.037
Knudsen number 0.94 0.94 0.94

collision probability [%] 52.99 52.99 52.99

middle. Unfortunately, the numerical noise in a two dimensional symmetric
simulation is at its highest at the rotation axis, because the volume of the
cells decrease to zero there. Apart from these reasons, a three-dimensional
simulation allows the investigation of arbitrary geometries. In such a manner
completely new thruster designs can be analyzed.

5.2 Neutral gas analysis in a micro-Newton RIT

As seen in section 3.2 the neutral gas density distribution is a required input
parameter in the MCCmodule of “PlasmaPIC”. Due to the small size of the µN-
RIT a measurement of the neutral gas distribution is difficult to accomplish. In
order to determine the neutral gas distribution in an arbitrarily shaped vessel
with gas sources and gas drains a simulation is the most effective approach.
The choice of the simulation method depends on the Knudsen number. By
applying the scaling laws [34], which are derived from larger RITs, average
densities can be determined. The values for three µN-RITs with 1 cm, 2.5 cm,
and 4 cm diameter are shown in table 5.1. As can be seen, the values for the
Knudsen number are barely inside the molecular flow regime. Furthermore,
the particle-particle collision probability between two particle-wall collision is
about 50%. Since these values are based on estimates, the particle-particle
collision will be considered in the following.
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Figure 5.1: One cycle of a time step in a DSMC simulation.

5.2.1 Description of the modeling algorithm

For the modeling of the neutral gas distribution with reduced particle-particle
interactions the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method [35] is well
suited. It can also be applied for the molecular flow without losing accuracy,
but is computationally wasteful for this task.

The DSMC is similar to the PIC algorithm described earlier. As in a PIC
algorithm the particles are represented by super-particles and the space as
well as the time are discretized. One time step of the DSMC is shown in figure
5.1. Each particle i is moved from its old position ~x ′

i to the new position ~xi
according to its velocity ~vi. In contrast to the PIC the collisions with walls
have to be included in the movement algorithm, because in DSMC a particle
will not be absorbed at the wall as in PIC. Afterward the particles are sorted
into cells Vj depending on their position. Once the particles are sorted it
has to be checked for each particle whether a collision with another particle
in its cell occurs. This scheme has to be iterated until the system reaches a
steady state. The main differences between PIC and DSMC are the absence
of electromagnetic forces and the particle-wall collisions. The velocity of a
particle in DSMC is changed only in particle-particle or particle-wall collisions.

The particle-particle collisions are treated in a similar way as the ion-neutral
collision in the PIC algorithm. The difference is that a super-particle in DSMC
collides with another super-particle in its cell instead of a collision with a local
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(a) solid body representation (b) triangle mesh representation

Figure 5.2: Geometry representation of a RIT 10 in “FlowSim”.

density as in PIC. The hard sphere model is assumed and the collision of two
randomly chosen particles is executed by a uniform isotropic rotation of the
relative velocity vector in the center of mass frame. The test for a collision
is done by the no time counter method [35] that can be seen as a simplified
version of the earlier mentioned null collision method, because the maximum
collision frequency in DSMC depends only on the relative velocity of both
particles only.

The basis of the neutral gas simulation is implemented in the program
“FlowSim” [32]. “FlowSim” was originally designed for a molecular gas flow
where collisions between particles were neglected. The program features a
full 3D treatment of the neutral gas. “FlowSim” supports arbitrarily shaped
geometries, which can be designed with a common computer aided design tool
(CAD). The imported geometry is represented by triangles. An example is
given in figure 5.2.

The figure shows a RIT 10. A gas inlet is located at the right side. The
inflowing gas can exit the RIT through the grid system at the left side only.
In order to fit the requirements of a DSMC simulation the particle-particle
collisions were implemented in “FlowSim” as described before.

5.2.2 Simulation results for the neutral gas distribution

In this section the neutral gas distribution in a µN-RIT 2.5 is examined using
the self-developed simulation program “FlowSim”. The following results were
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Table 5.2: Average densities for different system parameters [1019m−3] [36].

mass flows [sccm]
0.06 0.07 0.08 0.17 0.19 0.21

13 apertures; top inlet 6.94 8.04 9.18 - - -
13 apertures; bottom inlet 6.96 8.11 9.24 - - -

37 apertures; top inlet - - - 6.99 7.82 8.65

37 apertures; bottom inlet - - - 6.93 7.75 8.60

presented at the “32nd International Electric Propulsion Conference” [36]. The
used discharge chamber geometry of the µN-RIT 2.5 is dome-shaped. For the
distribution analysis two different gas inlet positions are considered. On the
one hand the gas inlet is located above the extraction grid and is pointing
towards the grid. On the other hand several gas inlets are distributed at the
edge of the extraction grid and directed against it. Furthermore, two cases for
the number of grid apertures, 13 and 37, are considered. Each of these four
configurations is evaluated for three different mass flows. The mass flow is
given in standard cubic centimeter (sccm). For the configuration with 13 grid
apertures the mass flow is changed from 0.06 to 0.08 sccm. To meet the same
operation pressure at 37 grid apertures the mass flow is varied from 0.17 to
0.21 sccm. For all simulations a constant temperature of 300 K is applied to
the inflowing gas and all parts of the thruster.

Table 5.2 shows the average densities for the described configurations. As
expected the average densities are raising with increasing mass flows. In detail,
the average densities are increasing almost with the same factor as the mass
flow. Consequently, the flow conductance of the grid system is constant for
different densities in the discharge chamber. This corresponds to a molecular
gas flow in the grid system. Considering the Knudsen number for the grid
system (which is larger than 10 due to the small aperture diameter of less
than one millimeter) this observation is confirmed.

In the following the density profiles of the four configurations are investi-
gated. For clarity the density profiles are presented as 2D profiles that are cut
planes of the 3D simulation. The cut plane, illustrated in figure 5.3, is perpen-
dicular and centered at the circular base of the thruster. Although the average
densities in table 5.2 are less affected by the gas inlet position, figures 5.2.2
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the cut plane for the 2D density profile in a µN-RIT.

and 5.2.2 reveal that the gas inlet position has an impact on the density distri-
bution. Moreover, an inhomogeneous density profile is observed. Because the
variations of the density are small for the majority of the discharge chamber, a
homogeneous distribution can be applied for the plasma simulation. However,
the neutral gas density distribution can be influenced by the plasma. This will
be analyzed in the next section.

5.3 Interaction of plasma and neutral gas

The concept for simulating a µN-RIT is as follows. Firstly, the neutral gas
density is calculated and afterward the plasma is simulated using this density.
However, the plasma simulation considers the neutral gas distribution as con-
stant in time. Thus the influence of the plasma on the neutral gas is neglected.
If this is not the case the neutral gas simulation and the plasma simulation
have to be iterated self-consistently considering the influence of each other. A
simulation that includes neutral gas as well as plasma is not applicable due to
the large differences in the time scales. Firstly, the electrons are more mobile
than the neutral gas particles due to the high mass difference and energy dif-
ference. Secondly, the electrons and ions interact by electric fields due to their
charge. In contrast, the neutral gas particle are influenced by particle-wall and
particle-particle collisions only, which are less frequent.
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Figure 5.4: 2D density profiles for 13 apertures at a mass flow of 0.08 sccm
with the gas inlet located at the bottom (left) and at the top (right) [36].

Figure 5.5: 2D density profiles for 37 apertures at a mass flow of 0.21 sccm
with the gas inlet located at the bottom (left) and at the top (right) [36].
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For a low pressure discharge an influence of the plasma onto the neutral
gas is not important in general, because the ionization degree is less than
one percent. However, for the simulation of a µN-RIT a special situation
arises. By turning on the extraction, ions are leaving the discharge chamber
beside the neutral gas particles. Because the total number of exiting particles
has to be constant, the quantity of neutral particles has to decrease by the
number of leaving ions. However, the number of leaving neutral particles is
directly proportional to the density, because the gas conductance for the grid
is constant for different densities as shown in the last section. Assuming a ratio
of one for ions and neutral gas particles, which is a realistic value for a RIT
(see section 2.8), the neutral density in the discharge chamber has to drop by
a factor of two.



Chapter 6

Demonstration of the capabilities

of “PlasmaPIC”

This chapter demonstrates the great capabilities of “PlasmaPIC”. The focus
lies on inductively coupled plasmas in a micro-Newton RIT (µN-RIT). At
the beginning an overview of the simulation set-up for a µN-RIT is given.
Thereafter, a first simulation is shown that demonstrates the convergence and
stability of a long term run. In the following the variation during one rf-cycle
is analyzed. Moreover, the influence of the neutral gas density and the applied
power on the plasma parameters as well as the thrust are investigated. Finally,
it will be pointed out that “PlasmaPIC” is not limited to a µN-RIT by applying
“PlasmaPIC” to the simulation of a DC discharge.

6.1 Simulation of a micro-Newton RIT 1.0

For the demonstration of the capabilities of “PlasmaPIC” a µN-RIT 1.0 is
chosen. The small diameter of 1 cm for the discharge chamber minimizes the
computational effort without losing the character of an inductively coupled
discharge in a µN-RIT. According to the scaling laws [34], the interior height
of a µN-RIT is 1 cm also. The µN-RIT 1.0 geometry is shown in figure 6.1.
The coil (red) is wrapped in 5 loops around the discharge chamber (grey)
starting with a radius of 0.6 cm, which decreases from a certain height to
follow the dome-shaped discharge chamber. In this way the distance of the
coil to the plasma is kept constant at 0.1 cm for the whole discharge chamber.
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Figure 6.1: µN-RIT 1.0 with initial homogeneous ion density distribution;
variations due to statistical causes; the selected ion density area of interest at
the right side; for scale see figure 6.2(a)

The µN-RIT 1.0 is completed by two grids (dark grey) having one aperture
each. Each grid has a thickness of 0.2 cm and the grid gap is 0.6 cm. At
the inner grid a voltage of 1500 V is applied whereas the outer grid is set to
-150 V. In this manner the extraction is simulated. All particles that strike
the exit plane (black) filling the aperture of the inner grid contribute to the
extraction current and will be removed from the simulation. At the beginning
the electron and ion densities are initialized with a homogeneous distribution
of 2.5 ·1016 1

m3 (green) in the whole discharge chamber except in a small region
at the border. The initial density is set to zero in this region (blue) to account
for the plasma sheath that will be formed. This reduces the computational
costs because the initial conditions are closer to the real ones. The fluctuations
in the density distribution are due to statistical causes.

In “PlasmaPIC” the inductively coupled discharge is controlled by the power
deposition, which is a predefined value and is set by the input card. Starting
with a given initial coil current the actually achieved power deposition in the
plasma of the µN-RIT is determined in each rf-cycle. The coil current will
be readjusted in each following rf-cycle until the achieved power deposition
matches the predefined target value [28].

In the following the above system will be used to demonstrate the capabil-
ities of “PlasmaPIC”. Furthermore, the plasma properties and the operating
parameters of a µN-RIT 1.0 are presented.
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6.1.1 Convergence and long-term stability test

First of all, it will be shown that the simulation of a µN-RIT converges and
a stable state is established over a long-term run as well. For this task a
frequency of 5 MHz and a power of 0.1 W are applied to the µN-RIT 1.0. The
neutral gas pressure is 8.5 ·1019 m−3 and the utilized neutral gas is Xenon. The
numerical parameters are as follows: a cell size of 0.11 cm, a time step of 5·10−12

s, and a super-particle ratio of 1000. This leads to around 100×100×100 cells
and ten million electrons and ions that have to be processed. The simulation
was executed over nine million time steps that correspond to 45 µs, or 225
rf-cycles. The simulation was performed with 384 CPU cores that required 14
days for the simulation, which corresponds to over 105 CPU hours.

In order to demonstrate the convergence different quantities are examined.
Firstly, figure 6.2 illustrates the evolution of the ion density distribution for
the selected area shown in figure 6.1. As of figure 6.2(k), which is taken after
five million time steps, no further change of the ion density distribution is
observable.

Secondly, figure 6.3 reveals that the total number of particles in the plasma,
the mean energy of electrons and ions, the coil current, and the power deposi-
tion have reached a steady-state after roughly one million time steps and are
stable over the next eight million time steps. With this, it is demonstrated
that “PlasmaPIC” converges and is also long-term stable.

In the following section the already presented figures 6.2 and 6.3 will be
analyzed in more detail.

6.1.2 Analysis of the simulation results

At the beginning of this section a brief description of the transient seen in
figures 6.2 and 6.3 is given. Figures 6.2(a) and 6.2(b) show the forming of the
sheath and presheath. Furthermore, the plasma burns out. This is related to
the small initial coil current and the low power deposition resulting from this.
In each rf-cycle the coil current is therefore increased until the power deposition
is reached. The adjustment has to be made slowly to avoid a dramatic increase
in the plasma density, which would lead to numerical instabilities. Figures
6.2(d)-6.2(f) show that starting from a certain coil current value the ion density
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(a) scale for ion density (b) ion density after 0.5 µs;
time steps: 0.1 · 106

(c) ion density after 1.0 µs;
time steps: 0.2 · 106

(d) ion density after 1.5 µs;
time steps: 0.3 · 106

(e) ion density after 2.0 µs;
time steps: 0.4 · 106

(f) ion density after 2.5 µs;
time steps: 0.5 · 106

(g) ion density after 3.0 µs;
time steps: 0.6 · 106

(h) ion density after 4.0 µs;
time steps: 0.8 · 106

(i) ion density after 5.0 µs;
time steps: 1.0 · 106

(j) ion density after 6.0 µs;
time steps: 1.2 · 106

(k) ion density after 25.0 µs;
time steps: 5.0 · 106

(l) ion density after 45.0 µs;
time steps: 9.0 · 106

Figure 6.2: Reaching the steady-state of a plasma discharge simulation in a
µN-RIT 1.0
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(a) Evolution of the total number of electrons (red) and ions
(blue)

(b) Evolution of the electron (red) and the ion (blue) tempera-
ture

(c) Evolution of the coil current

(d) Evolution of the actually achieved power deposition

Figure 6.3: Convergence of all shown quantities is reached after approximately
one million time steps. Furthermore, all quantities are long-term stable.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: Ion density distribution for five single loops that are rotationally
symmetric. In the right figure the coil is shifted backwards by 0.3 mm com-
pared to the left figure. For scale see 6.2(a)

rises. More noticeably, the ion density increases in a torus-shaped region. From
figures 6.2(g) to 6.2(k) it can be seen that the almost rotationally symmetric
ion density distribution changes to a nonsymmetric one. On the left side a
high density area of ions is formed that stays constant until the end of the
simulation in figure 6.2(l).

This highly irregular density distribution has a two-fold cause: First of all,
the coil is not rotationally symmetric because of the slope and the decreasing
radius at the curved top of the µN-RIT. By substituting the coil with five single
loops (which have no slope and hence are rotationally symmetric), it is shown
in figure 6.4(a) that the ion density is almost rotationally symmetric. The
left variation in the torus-shaped high ion density results from a slight shift
of the coil against the discharge chamber. In figure 6.4(b) the coil is shifted
backwards by 0.3 mm and it can be seen that the ion density distribution
is very sensitive even to this small shift of 3%. This irregular ion density
distribution is an interesting result and was not investigated for µN-RITs in
experiment.

Although the ion density distribution was considered up to now, figure 6.5
shows that the electron density distribution is similarly shaped. However, the
electron density is smaller at the edge of the plasma, which is related to the
plasma sheath.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.5: Electron (left) and ion (right) density distribution are similar
shaped. At the edge the electron density is quite smaller due to the plasma
sheath.

Figure 6.6 shows the distribution of the electric field magnitude. The electric
field is always greater than zero despite the rotational character. This results
from the slope of the coil, which generates a small electric field component
pointing upwards. Moreover, the slope and the small shift of the coil give rise
to the asymmetrical electric field, which is stronger on the right side.

The resulting magnetic field magnitude is shown in figure 6.7. The high
values at the edge indicate the position of the coil. Throughout the system
the magnetic field magnitude is relatively homogeneous as expected.

Figure 6.8 shows the distribution of the power deposition in the plasma.
As mentioned in section 2.5.3, the power deposition is related to the electron
current and the electric field. The electron current in turn is proportional
to the electron density. Figure 6.8 demonstrates that the power deposition
distribution follows the electron density distribution. In contrast, the electric
field in figure 6.6 is stronger on the right side. This indicates that the highest
plasma densities do not have to be located at the position with the highest
electric field, which is quite surprising.

In the next section a single rf-cycle will be investigated in more detail.
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Figure 6.6: Map of the electric field magnitude [V/m]. The electric field is
stronger on the right side and greater than zero in the middle. Both effects
are related to the slope of the coil. In contrast, the electron density is higher
on the left side (see fig 6.5(a)).

Figure 6.7: Map of the magnetic field magnitude [T]. Throughout the plasma
region the magnetic field is relative homogeneous. Merely the regions located
close to the coil at the plasma border are slightly raised.
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Figure 6.8: Map for the power deposition [W/m3] averaged over one rf-cycle.
The highest values are achieved for the regions with the highest electron den-
sities (see fig. 6.5(a)) and not for the regions with the highest electric field
(see fig. 6.6).

Figure 6.9: Map for the ionization rate [Hz/m3] averaged over one rf-cycle. The
highest values are achieved for the regions with the highest electron densities
(see fig. 6.5(a))
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(a) electron temperature (red) and ion temperature (blue)

(b) total number of electrons (red) and ions (blue) in the system

Figure 6.10: Fluctuations of the temperature and number of particles during
several rf-cylces.

6.1.3 Investigation of a single rf-cycle

Up to now the fluctuations of the total particles in the system, as seen in figure
6.3(a), as well as the fluctuations of the temperature, as seen in figure 6.3(b),
have not been discussed. These fluctuations and their impact will be described
in this section in detail.

Figure 6.10 is an enlargement of the figures 6.3(a) and 6.3(b). Figure 6.10(a)
shows that the electron temperature (red) is fluctuating with a frequency of
10 MHz, which is twice of the applied frequency of the coil current (5 MHz).
This is because the electric field accelerates and decelerates the electrons twice
in each rf-cycle. It is remarkable that the electron temperature is varying
by 3 eV. Because the smallest temperature is 8 eV, the electron temperature
increases in one rf-cycle by about 35%. As a consequence the plasma-wall
potential, which is proportional to the electron temperature, is fluctuating with
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the same frequency. Figure 6.11 shows the electron energy distribution and
the plasma-wall potential at the time point of minimal and maximal average
electron energy. For the minimal average electron energy the electron energy
distribution is quite homogeneous and the plasma wall potential is small with
a drop in the middle. For the maximal average electron energy the electrons at
the edge are considerably hotter than the electrons in the middle. The plasma
wall potential is correspondingly higher due to the temperature increase and
has its maximum in the middle.

This oscillation of the plasma-wall potential explains the energy oscillation
of the ions in figure 6.10(a), which cannot be explained by the electric field of
the coil due to the high mass difference of xenon ions and electrons. Further-
more, the oscillation of the temperature causes slight oscillations of the total
number of electrons and ions in the system.

6.1.4 Variation of the power deposition

An important property of a µN-RIT is its behavior at different power values.
This investigation can also be performed with “PlasmaPIC”. In the following
the influence of different power deposition values on the coil current, the max-
imal and minimal electron energy of one rf-cycle, and the extraction current
density will be analyzed. This examination was done for seven different power
deposition values. Note that this power deposition is the power coupled into
the plasma and not the power which has to be applied to the coil. The applied
power to the coil is usually quite larger due to electromagnetic losses.

Figure 6.12 shows the values mentioned above as functions of the power
deposition. The extraction current is proportional to the power deposition.
As a consequence the plasma density has to rise by the same factor, which is
demonstrated in figure 6.12 for two power deposition values of 0.08 W and 0.16
W. This was to be expected. In contrast, the coil current shows a surprising
behavior: With increasing power deposition the coil current reduces, which
is the opposite of what one would expect. The explanation for this behavior
is given in figure 6.13, which shows the ion density distribution and power
deposition distribution. At a higher power deposition value the ion density
increases throughout the whole system. By that the ion density is considerably
increased at the edge of the plasma, where the electric field is stronger due to
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(a) electron energy [eV]

(b) potential [V]

Figure 6.11: On the left side the electron energy distribution and the poten-
tial distribution for the time point of the minimal average electron energy is
shown. On the right side both distributions are shown for the time point of
the maximal average electron energy.
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Figure 6.12: Extraction current density jex, coil current, and average maximal
(minimal) electron temperature Emax (Emin) in an rf-cycle as a function of the
power deposition. Mind that the extraction current jex was multiplied by five
for a better representation.

the rotational character. For that reason a smaller current is sufficient for the
same power deposition. In this way the power deposition is shifted towards
the edge of the plasma.

The decrease of the maximal and minimal electron energy in figure 6.12
is related to the current drop. As mentioned before the current drop causes
a weaker electric field and thus a smaller acceleration of the electrons. In
conclusion, the coupling of the power into the plasma has improved due to an
expansion of the plasma towards the discharge chamber wall.

6.1.5 Influence of neutral gas pressure on the plasma den-

sity

In general it is assumed that the plasma density in the discharge chamber is at
its highest value in the middle. However, another plasma density distribution
was observed with “PlasmaPIC”. Indeed, the plasma density distribution de-
pends on the neutral gas pressure in the discharge chamber. In this section the
influence of the neutral gas pressure on the plasma discharge will be examined.

For a RIT 10 Schäfer, [37] measured the radial plasma density distribution
as a function of the neutral gas pressure. Figure 6.14 shows the results, which
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(a) ion density [m−3]

(b) power deposition [W/m−3]

Figure 6.13: On the left side the ion density distribution and the power depo-
sition distribution for a total power deposition value of 0.08 W are shown. On
the right side both distributions are shown for a total power deposition value
of 0.16 W.
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Figure 6.14: Measured radial plasma density distribution in a RIT 10 for
different neutral gas pressures [37]; the measurement was done from 0 to 40
mm and was mirrored afterward.

were measured with a Langmuir probe1. For pressures above 1.1·10−2 Pa the
plasma density is at its highest value in the middle of the discharge chamber
and decreases to the wall, as expected. In contrast, for pressures below 1.1·10−2

the maximum of the plasma density is located of around half of the discharge
chamber radius, and a drop of the density towards the middle of the discharge
chamber is observed. The latter one corresponds to the values simulated with
“PlasmaPIC” for a µN-RIT 1.0. However, for the already presented simulation
results a neutral gas pressure of 0.35 Pa was used in the simulation of µN-RIT
1.0. Using the scaling laws [34], the neutral gas pressure of 0.35 Pa in a µN-
RIT 1.0 corresponds to a neutral gas pressure of 3.5 ·10−2 in a RIT 10. Hence,
the shape of the simulated plasma density distribution qualitatively fits the
measured values. The quantitative variation arises from the different power
values applied.

In the following it will be analyzed whether the same dependence of the
neutral gas pressure on the plasma density distribution in a RIT 10 can be

1A Langmuir probe consists of a conducting thin needle that is put into the plasma. By
measuring the current on the needle the electron density and temperature can be determined.
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observed with “PlasmaPIC” for a µN-RIT 1.0. Figure 6.15(a) shows the sim-
ulated results of the ion density distribution in µN-RIT for 0.35 Pa on the
left side and for 4.1 Pa on the right side. This corresponds to a neutral gas
pressure of 0.41 Pa in a RIT 10. For both simulations a power deposition of
0.06 W was applied. The characteristics of the ion density distribution corre-
spond to the ones measured in figure 6.14. By that it is demonstrated that the
plasma density distribution in a µN-RIT 1.0 shows a similar dependence on
the neutral gas pressure as the one in a RIT 10. Note that the measurement
in figure 6.14 was done from the middle to one edge and mirrored afterward.
Therefore, the asymmetric calculated ion density distribution in figure 6.14
cannot be observed with the measurement setup from Schäfer.

This shows the power of “PlasmaPIC” because this fact cannot be measured
with a Langmuir probe in a µN-RIT due to the small system size.

Next, a brief analysis of the two different pressure simulations will be given.
Figure 6.1.5 shows a comparison of the ionization rate for the two applied
pressures. In both cases the ions are created at the positions with the highest
density and do not diffuse to the middle at higher pressures. Furthermore, the
power deposition characteristic in figure 6.15(c) shows an interesting behavior.
For the low pressure simulation the maximal power deposition is located at
the highest plasma densities, which is not at the position of highest electric
field. In contrast, the power deposition is at its highest value at the right side,
where the electric field is at its strongest.
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(a) ion density 1/m3

(b) ionization rate Hz/m3

(c) power deposition W/m3

Figure 6.15: Comparison of the influence of the neutral gas pressure on the
plasma discharge. The neutral gas pressure is at 0.35 Pa in the left-hand
images and at 4.1 Pa in the right-hand ones. The power deposition is set to
0.06 W.
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6.2 Modeling of a DC discharge

In this section it will be demonstrated that “PlasmaPIC” is not limited to the
modeling of a µN-RIT or other inductively coupled plasmas. “PlasmaPIC” can
be used for many different low pressure discharges. For example, ”PlasmaPIC”
can be applied to the simulation of a DC discharge. For this task the plasma
discharge in a cylindrical glass tube enclosed by two electrodes is simulated.
The length of the tube is 0.2 m and the diameter is 0.03 m. The neutral gas
used is neon and the pressure is set to 62 Pa. The simulation is controlled by
the current, which is in contrast with the power controlled simulation for the
inductively coupled plasma. The applied current amounts to 0.5 mA. For the
representation of the three-dimensional simulation, 2D cut planes are chosen,
which is accurate because of the rotationally symmetric geometry.

Figure 6.16 shows the evolution of the ion density distribution over 6 µs.
Figure 6.16(b) displays the density distribution 1.2 µs after the start of the
simulation. At the cathode on the right side a high density bulk is formed,
which shows only slight variations during the simulation. On the contrary, two
smaller ion bulks are formed that move towards the cathode. These bulks are
the so called striations, which are mentioned in chapter 2.5.2.

As can be seen, “PlasmaPIC” is well-suited for the modeling of other plasma
discharges.
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(a) ion density m−3

(b) after 12 µs

(c) after 15 µs

(d) after 18 µs

Figure 6.16: Evolution of the ion density distribution in a DC discharge show-
ing the creation and motion of striations.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this PhD thesis the plasma simulation tool “PlasmaPIC” was developed
from scratch. “PlasmaPIC” distinguishes itself with a fully three-dimensional
simulation of a plasma discharge. Even though a full three-dimensional simu-
lation requires a huge amount of computational power, “PlasmaPIC” reduces
the required simulation time from month to several hours. This is achieved by
a massive parallelization of all functions in “PlasmaPIC”. For this task differ-
ent software parallelization libraries as well as different hardware architectures,
CPU and GPU, were tested and compared. It was shown that the CPU archi-
tecture performing the message passing interface (MPI) is the most promising
one due to the great scalability. Performance tests have demonstrated that
“PlasmaPIC” features an excellent speed-up. Depending on the mesh size, up
to thousand cores were efficiently used.

Beside the massive parallelization, “PlasmaPIC” can handle arbitrarily shaped
geometries, which can be easily imported from computer aided design tools.

“PlasmaPIC” was designed for the modeling of inductively coupled low pres-
sure plasmas. However, “PlasmaPIC” supports the modeling of different low
pressure discharges. Among others it was successfully applied to the model-
ing of a DC discharge. However, the main focus lies on the simulation of a
µN-RIT.

“PlasmaPIC” offers new insights into plasma properties within a µN-RIT
that are not accessible by experiments. It was shown that a vast set of plasma
parameters can be obtained with a high spatial resolution of less than one
millimeter in three dimensions. This means that plasma density profiles in a
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µN-RIT are revealed that were previously known only for larger RITs. Fur-
thermore, the variation of plasma parameters during one rf-cycle in a µN-RIT
can be examined with “PlasmaPIC”. This insight is hard to get in experiments,
because experiments with temporal resolution are required for this purpose.

Although the investigations were done for a µN-RIT 1.0, “PlasmaPIC” is
able to model a µN-RIT 2.5 or larger. Even though the computational costs
are at least a factor of 12 larger for a µN-RIT 2.5 due to the system size
increase, the required computation time will only slightly increase by applying
more CPU cores.

The main advantage of “PlasmaPIC” is its ability to predict plasma and per-
formance parameters for new thruster designs on a microscopic scale. By this
means “PlasmaPIC” introduces a new way of understanding and optimizing
µN-RITs.
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